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Do I dare

Greek Sing Coverage

Disturb the universe?
Appear s on Page 7
T. S. Eliot
With Pictures.
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ZARZYCKI, VESEY MURRAY SWEEP AT POLLS
Political Fray
Veep Races End
Underway To Seat In Gluck, Malka~
Student Org Reps Stafford Victory

Election Se-es New Faces
Zarzycki Talks Of A"Memorable Year·';
Vesey Says '~Debates Were Influential"
In the final elections f o r
Class offices that were held on
Thursday, March 25th, th re •e
relatively new faces were in troduced to Newark State's political scene via th2ir election
to respective offices of Class
President.
The Class of '68 elected Josoeph Murray, the Class of ' 67
elected William Vesey, and the
Class of '66 voted Victor Zarzycki into office.
Following the elections, th e
INDEPENDENT
ini'erviewed
these successful candidates,
with the exception of M r .
Murray, who could not be
reached for comment.
Mr. Zarzycki. presid•ent-elect
of the present Junior class, expressed his gratitude to those
who supported him and a 1 s o·
made known his anticipation
for a fine year for his class.
Mr. Zarzycki, who prefers the

C.U.E. Supports
Broad Based Tax

For New Jersey
C.U.E. (New Jersey Committee for Undergraduate Education) is an autonomous organization of representatives of
several public and private colleges and univE.•rsiti2s within
the State of New Jersey. It has
been formed for the purpose
of alerting the citizens of the
state of the serious crisis facing higher education in New
Jersey.
Al R ecord, Preside11t -of 1965 - 66 Student Organization
was elected one of three Officers-at-Large of C .U.E. at its
third and final organizational
meeting held on March 28 at
Rutgers University,
New
Brunswick. Paul Minarchenko, Editor-in-Chief of the INDEPENDENT w a s appointed
Press Secretary for the Committee.
Mr. Record was one of seven officers ele;:ted. C a r 1
Sieb, a Seton Hall senior, and
Regional National Student Associati-on Coordinator, is chairman. Vice Chairman is Ken
0' Brian,
Rutgers
senior.
P r inceton
University
junior
B arr y Metzge1' is treasurer
and College -of St. Elizabeth
sophomore Rosemary Lalevee
is Secretary.
Other officE.TS at large beside Mr. Record ar e Dick Miller of Glassboro State and Paul
Francis of Newark College of
Engineering.
The movement originated at
the National Student Association Congress at the University -of Minnesota last August.
At that time Barry Metzger
from P r inceton University
and Al Record from Newark
(Continued on page 9)

23 Sophs Hopefuls Enlist

Vic Zarzycki

Bill Vesey
name Vic, expressed ''sincere
thanks to each and evoery individual who supported me in
behalf of the Class of '66 . I
hope that I will prove worthy
of their confidence."
Mr. Zarzycki project>ed "a
myriad of undertakings a n d
events for the Class as a
whole" for next yea1• . He f e 1 t
that "success next year is in evitable if all members of the
class participate and
contribute for the benefit of t he
Class."
"Let's make our last ye a r
the Memorable Year," urged
the new President.
William Vesey saw his debate with his opponent R a y
Torulla as an influential factor
in his election. Mr. Vesey stated "to some the debate was
reduced to a personality contest. This," said the president,
"was an unfortunate result
wherever it occured. The purpose of the debate was to discuss the issues before th e
class of '67, not the personalities."
In a later statement submitted by Mr. Vesey, he stated "I
have won an election and,
technically, I have received the
backing of an entire class.
Merely to offer congratulations

Drop Hazing? ? ?
Student Council
Decides To Wait
Joseph Grillo, current Vice
President of the Student Organization, chaired the meeting
-of Student Council on Friday,
April 9th. Mr. Wi lliam Shiebler, the President, it was announced, has been confined to
bed with an illness.
Among the order of business
for the meeting were Ure stu
dent filE.·s , liability insurance
for Stude 11t Organization's
funds, the destiny of hazing
practices on campus, a report
of the Committee for Undergraduate Education (C. U.E-. ),
a discussion on the curre:::it
problem at social events, and

to me or anyone else elect2d is
not enough. I have been to 1 d
that
trying to
reach ev.~ry
class member is absurd . There
are nearly 500 of them while I
am only one. It SE.'ems sensible
then that my class should try
and contact me. Be it with
criticism or help they should
feel free to approach me. For
my tim•.~ is their time, as I
have said before.
"So, to the Class of '67 I say
this. . .In me you have placed
your trust and vote. You have
given me executive powers
that will en tail the spending of
several hundred of your d o 1 lars. I have said that this office of Junior Class Presid•ent
can· be effective in implementing College Policy. I ask you
now to work with me for the
betterment of the Class of '67
and the improvement of N.S.
C., both academically and culturally."

Joe Murr ay
a report on a candidate orientation session for
Student
Council.
The Executive Board, con-'
sisting of the Student Council
officers, and the Class Presidents, recommended to Council that they adopt a resolu
tion confirming thE.· acceptance
of a liability insurance for Student Organization funds . This
insurance would protect the
treasury of the Student Organization in any case w h e r e
court proceedings were instituted and the Student Organization was held legally liable for
injury to a person or persons.
It would also grant the Student
made the motion to ''take out
a Comprehensive General Lia
bility Policy as protection from
(Continued on Page 10)

Candidates in the final elections for Student Council R e presentatives are as follows:
The incumbents in the Class of
1966 are Joseph G. Hasuly,
Walter
E. Boright,
Jr., Joseph
Chrobak,
Rosemary
Prestigiacomo, J eanne Bodnar, Chris
Morahan, Thom as
P . Coyle ,
Patricia Carney,
and Carol Williams, who i s
secretary for the Student Organization.
The -incumbents in the Class
of 1967 are Matthew Topoletski, Fred Marks, David Mills,
John Firman, Don Merwin,
Chris
Piontek, and
Joseph
Grillo who is the Vice-President of the Student Organization. The incumbents in the
Cfass of 1968 are Nancy Kerr
and Tina Bateman. 0 the r
candidates from the Class of
1966 are T anya K. Jankins ,
William C. Schuester, Edmund
F. Dejowski, J ames J . Fu 1comer, Steven I. Friedman,
Michael Lussen, Gerri Illipronti, Dennis Deverin , W a 1 t e r
Swindell, Joseph Peluso, Joan
Branin, France§ Kelly, Robert
Postman,
Myrna Berns tein,
and James R. McCollough.
(Continued on page 9)

$2000 Collected
For Carnival Ad
Book Thus Far
"The most successful moneymaking venture N e w a r k
State has ever had," was th•e
description given by Richard
Davidson '67, when he was asked about the success of the 1965
Carnival Ad Book. The b o o k
will be distributed begining on
Tuesday, Apr il 27. It is approximately fifty-two pages, an d
contains advertisements representing "well in excess of one
hundred businesses.''
The book also contains a letter from President Wilkins, a
letter from Richard Davidson,
chairman of the book, and a
history of Newark State 's carnivals. A description of the activities available at each booth,
as well as a general plan of
the lay-out of the entire carnival, is also available in the
7½ by 10¾ (inch) publication.
At the time of the publication, over two thousand dollars
worth of ads, boosters, an d
Carnival buttons had been sold.
The Campus School recently
joined in the drive promoting
carnival advertisement.
The organization leading in
the competition to sell the most
ads boosters and buttons when
THE INDEPENDENT went to
print, was LAMBDA CHI RIO
Sorority. Following close behind were SIGMA THETA CHI
Fraterniay, NU THETA CHI
Sorority, and RHO THETA
TAU Sorority. Several organizations had requested an extension of the April 9 dead(Continued on page 8)

Hasuly,

Torella

Upset

Final elections for Student
Organization Executive Board
a,1d all class officers were held
Thursday, Mar ch 25. The results showed Al R ecord, President of Student Organization
by acclamation, officially elected to this po3ition. He, along
with the othL',: office holders of
Student Oraganization, will assume executive duiles on May
1. Official duties for class officers will begin September l.
Vice President of Student Organization was won by Fra_1k
Nero, wno defoated Dan Manies, both of the Class of '67.
Vic Za:·zvcki, math major, defeated encumbe,1t
candidate
Joseph Hasuly, to be elected
senior class president. Bill Vesey was elected junior class
president. His competitor was
Ray Tore.i.la with whom a debate was held prior to the
election. The office of president of the Class of '68 was
won by JoE.• Murray.
(Continued on Page IO)

Assenillly of Ten
_A.ppointees To
Work on Union
Alumnus To Be Included
The
College DFvelopment
Committee has formulated a
Committee of Ten to begin
work on the development of a ·
Student Union Building for
Newark State College. The original p:·oposal had been submitted to the Development
Committee by the Carnival
Committee a11d Student Council. The DevE..Jopment Committee, chaired by Dr. F. Arnold,
had unanimously approved of
the proposal at a p r e v i o u s
mc:eting.
The original proposal stresses the need for such endea vor
and donated the funds from
the 1965 Carnival to the planning, publicizing, and payment
of architectural fees for a student u11ion. The Carnival will
be held on April 30 and May
1 and 2.
At the March 17 meeting of
the Development Committee it
was decided that the best possible means of developing the
proposal was the E.·stablishment of a committee w h i c h
would hwestigate all aspects
of such an endeavor.
The committee membership
shall consist of: a member of
the Student Organization, a
member of the C-ollege Center
Board, a member of the I.F .S.C., a member of the freshman class, a m ,ember -of th E.'
sophomore c 1 as s, a faculty
member, an alumnus, Mr. Niblack (Director of the College
Center), and Miss Sandra Orletsky (Assistant Coordinator
of Student Activities).
Mr.
(Continued on page 4)
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Divine -Com.edy
Council elections are again upon us and to be sure
eqch and every candidate is showing interest and concern for the student government . .BUT, we ponder the
point: How many of these self-acclaimed candidates really know anything about the responsibilities of a council
representative. We venture to say that to many of them
it is a symbol of prestige.
We as!$: you, before you vote, to determine the qualified candidate for yourself - they represent you. It is
your obligation to choose those who you feel will get a
job done - not just attend Friday meetings, gaze out a
window, and acclaim the title of student representative.

Drop Hazing??
A..t a recent Council meeting an attempt was made to
terminate the "get acquainted a la Newark State" practice of hazing. Council, using good sense, tabled the motion .
We suggest to Mr. Grillo that before this practice is
abolished (something we look forward to) that he consider seriously a program to replace it. The intention of
this program was to introduce the freshmen to the college. Somehow it has missed the point.
Just as another councilman is attempting to reorganize the orientation program - which has deteriorated as
much as hazing - we feel a committee should look into
a substitute program before abolishing out of hand. The
negative aspects of hazing far outweigh the positive - if
it does have a positive aspect.

INDEPENDENT

SOUND
Drip, Drip, Drip
To the Editr,-::

Everytime it rains, the hole
in the cafeteria ceiling yields
water . Since t!1e damaged ceiling happens to be right next
to the cash register in the cold
lunch section of the cafeteria
these drops are shared by all
who pay for a cold lunch .
It is disgraceful that th is
condition has remained for over two years! Besides getting
wet, a student experiences a
lowering of morale. How can
anyone eating in our cafeteria
maintain his self respect, realizing that others care so little
about him?
Why hasn't the administration, the janitorial staff, or the
student body done something
about this problem? Even more
important, WHAT WILL BE
DONE ABOUT IT NOW?
Joy Magezis

Very Much Qualified

Utopian vs. Reality
Much has been written about the critical position of
higher education in the State of New Jersey - it is, in
simple terms, deplorable. The cries echo many times over. Where are we going to put the qualified students
who apply for admission; we need additional facilities
and faculty; we need - we do not get!
Many groups including the Governor's committees have
realistically studied the problem arid their reports all
have the same tone - unless something is done NOW
to alleviate the situation, an injustice will be done the
youth of New Jersey. Need we say that the consequences will be detrimental to New Jersey's social and economic future.
The Student Committee for Higher Education (CUE)
is attempting to bring this problem to the public and
its elected officials. The State Legislature can no longer
disregard this problem for the sake of political security.
The public can no longer disregard this problem for the
sake of saving a few dollars a year in taxes.
It remains for all conscious citizens to "stand up , and
be counted." We ask for the support of members of an
educational community who can not help but benefit
from a better program of higher education. At a time
of critical importance can YOU sit back and leave it for
the next person?

Homecoming
Ne·w ark State's alumni will again invade the campus
for the annual Homecoming on May l. We are quite
sure that they will enjoy the visit.
The Undergraduate, however, treats this event with
obvious disregard. Perhaps this detachment is ~parked
by the attitude of the Alumni.
·
·
We were under the impression that a homecoming
program should involve the total college community. At
Newark State it means absolutely nothing to the undergraduate. . .h0w is he to feel attached to it as an alumnus? Could this be a reflection of an inactive and .static
Alumni Association?

Independent
The opinions expressed in signed columns of this newspaper do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors.
Nor is anything printed in this newspaper unless directly
noted as such, to be taken as "o!Jicial policy or opinion of
the· college.
PA'uL

J.

Donald
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To tl1e Editor:
As members of the class of
1966, we wish to extend o u r
heartfelt congratulations to Vic
Zarzycki on his election to the
Presidency of our class. Not
only was Vic an attractive candidate, but he was also very
much qualified for this office.
As president of the Cirlce K ,
Vic is doing an outstanding job
as he certainly will do f o r
our class. We're sure
that
through his leadership, o u r
class of 1966 will be one to be
proud of.
Congratulations again to Vic!
Denny Deverin
Ermano Bonavitacola
Mary Alice Kenn edy
T erry Szymanski
Terry Urban
Lorraine Potts
Arlene Kowalski
Carol Kaiser
Elaine Decker
Barbara Van Note
Neal DeGraff
Carole Zutkis
Lenora Gruppuso

and

FURY

ernment is the Student Council, the legislative body. Its
meetings are opl.•.1 to all, yet
those in attendance.· are th e
elected, dedicat:::d, a n d interested
Council r epresentatives. At !East they ex h i b i t
these qualities for one or two
hourn on Friday afternoons.
Another area that should be
of interest to you is the activit i e s of the Executive Board,
College Center Board, Student
!"aculty Co-operative, Foreign
Student
Committee , S.H.E.,
N.S.A., College: Dev :::lopment
Committee, and at least t en
other groups, not to mentio:1
fae various projects undertaken each year.
You may reply, "I don 't
have the time." We will not
refute
this statement. How,
ever, you do elect class officers and Council r epresentatives. They are charged, if we
are not mistaken, with the :-esponsibility to act in a representative manner; they s u p posedly have the time. If they
do not, it is time we stop electing our officers and representativ:::s 011 the criteria of who
has the nicest or greatest number
of campaign
posters or
who reflects the " nice guy"
appeal.
We cannot expect the President and the Executive Board
of the Student Organizatio n to
accept all the responsibil ity for
doing all the work and tasks
r squired of a student government repn,•jenting 2200 studel1ts. There are other people,
in accordance with their el::cted position, who have offered
their
time and
services to
share this responsibility.
These p:rnple are electe.-j by
you! After elections the i n terest in stud:::nt government
recedes like an ebb tide. For
example, the frc:.;hman class
just rece11tly :elected five re·
presentatives to Council. There
are 850 students in this class.
Ho w mariy freshmen now know
who their representatives are?
What will they be doi,1g? Who
are their class officers? Likewise the sophomore ciass has
eight
repr:::sentatives.
Th e
same que,tions are being asked of you. Ne:edless to say, this
applies
even
more to those
classes which are not curre:1tly on campus.

tend a Stud 2nt Council meeti11g. Of course, you can even
reply to this iijitorial in print.
We are sure we could get
som:::one to answer you:· questions
or respond
to
your
ideas."
Thank you
Art K irk
Ed Cole
Don Houston
John McPartland
John Cullen

Murray Addresses Class
To the Editor:

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of t hose
students
who supported
me
with their votes in the election
:tlor president of the class of
1968.
I would like to extend a special "thank you" to those who
vigorously worked for me in
this campaign. The manner in
which the campaign was conducted is an indication of the
maturity of the class of 1968.
This indication leads me to believe that the class of 1968,
the largest in Newark State 's
history, can work still further
to become the most active .
Now that election tim e is
over, I hope that this cooperation will not cease, and that yeu
will continue to work with me
in constructing ' an active class
whose participating will be integrated to make a better college community.
Sincerely,
Joe Murray ,
President Elect
Class of 1968

Yes, Mr. Hovance
To the Editor:

Mr. Hovance, Presid•ent of
I.F .S.C. stated "Sigma B et a
Tau apparently has no regard
for the Inter - Fraternity System . . . Tau must play the
gam-e their way or not at all."
Where was Sigma Theta Chi
on March 20, the night of
Comedy of
Greek Sing? They talk abo ut
the top two fraternities being
Representation
Tau and Chi, isn't this someTo the Editor:
what wishful thinking on the
The time has once again
part of Mr. Hovance? It seems
come to elect the student reobvious that Mr. Hovance is
presentatives to student counusing his office as President ot
cil. We were very much disI.F.S.C. in the manner best
illusioned by the previous camsuit-ed to his fraternity. In prepaigns held for class officers
vious years when Tau was onand would not wish to s e e
ly up and coming, there were
anothE•r election run on t h e
never any complaints as to
Perhaps it is well to go to
same pr,emis. The position of
dates of games, reforees, etc. ,
college and not care what hap- but now that Tau is a proven
student council representative
pens outside the classroom.
is one of the utmost importfraternity and at the top of the
ance.
However, your money is being heap, the tone of the other top
<?) frat has changed. Why did
In th'= January 20 issue of
spent;
decisions
are bei,1g
this happen all of a sudden?
the
Independent ai1 editorial
made and action is being taken How, also , does I.F.S.C. get inappeared which we feel adein
your behalf.
volved with athletics? There
quately infor ms th€· student body of the need for intere.,ted
W e perceive that you, as
is an organization on campus
which handles athletics . They
representatives
who are wilwell as the upperclassmen., are
ling to devote time to the studo not get involved in matters
dent government activites.
unaware of the student govern-- dealing with Greek Sing. Why
We would like .to reprint a
ment. If you choose
not to
should I.F.S.C. get involved
segment of that editorial for
care, we are sure that it will with matters that do not conthe benefit of , all those concern them? The idea w as
not disturb your elected repregood, but the program set up
cerne.d siudentis,
t t·
·t·
·11
I
sen
a
1ves
1
w1
mean
..
on
Y.
was poor. Where wer.e the fa"How much do you know
,
a little more time, . effort, and
culty me m b er s? What preabout the organization - and accautions did I.F.S.C. take in
. ·t· 3 0 f th
t d t g
n · responsibility for- them.
t lVl
w ·
~ s u en
over preventing injuries? W )h ere
ment? You pay a st ude-nt acWe would-like t.o make a few did I.F.S.C . think they w e ·r •-e
tivity . fee . totaling $40.00 D o
sugg~stions. to those .who may
going to get the :,eguipment?
you know for what your mon.
Wh<>.r e w·a s· .the sunerv1·s1·on dur.
'
·· -wish to ·t:are. Directly, . y o u
"'
~
ey is used . by the stude;it goving):h e.. Phi-Pi ga~e? 1'.fr. Ho~
ern.ment and its related, organ- can , con4act" your representa- .
·
·
- ·
,. .
. •
• .,
. ·
. ·..
r~ v_
a n~_e , .i .Y9.1¾·, must be ) tlqdin_g- .
izations? What.'s mor·e, .do .you
tives·• or .class officers (they
.
·. • ·
•
·· •
•.
· ca.re~- .
ai:~ .,n9t ;~nly- . ;ociai_ ctj{ect~r$f1 ' -;~:/.,:-• \ ~ ~-" ·-:'.~ Bd illB
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should ,be QI interest to you.
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Council Comments
by Al Recor d
Mayl will soon be upon us, and a new Exerutive Board and
Student Council will take the student government reins . You r
Executive Board members have recently been elected. T he
elections t hat now face you, the student, are your r,espectiv'e
repr esentatives to the most powerful body in Student Organ ization, Student Council.
If you wish to have your student government continue with its
programming and representing a strong student view, t h en
_g_reat care should be taken in the selection of council representat ~ves. ~~alifications, exp-erience and perception are thr~ specific dec1dmg factors when casting one's ballot.
A g<?od question to ask any candidate who wishes to secure a
position is : What have you accomplished? If there has been
ace mplishment or involve ment in accomplishment, then there
must be qualification, experience, and perception.
Now the decision is left up to you. A w,ell qualified council can
m ean nothing less than advancement of student interests . It is an
interesting thing that eadh student is the deciding factor, for
when the students' ballots are gathered together, they are th e
power that ordains the a_uthority to a fellow student to act in
their behalf.
I t hink it not necessary to be labor the point that you should
vote, for if a college student does not know the importance of
castmg the ballot, there is nothing much to be said for him.
Th e time is arriving, the opportunity is yours, so go to the
polls and select the best Student Council this stud•ent body is yet
to see .

''The New Vision ''
Integrated Arts Program Crea ted
The college or institution that is strong in its intellectual climate must have an open mind. Such an institution is conscious of
and concerned about not only what it believes but how it holds its
beliefs. It was with this basic premise in mind that the Integrated Arts Program was created at Newark State College.
E x perimental in nature, it is
a c ou rse , the basic goal of
periods in order that they
which is the integration and
conc eptual understanding of might carry on further design
explorations.
th e Fine Arts and the IndusThrough the writing of matr ial Arts . Not so that the partici pan ts in the cl ass c o u l d

ny

just engage themsel ves in the
program for a year's time and
then disregard it as never having existed, but so that they
might be given a liberal foun<lation-beginning with t he arts
-on which to build a s tr o n g
house, each part of that house
having an integral rel ation to
the ther .
The class itself began with
twen ty students, ten from Fine
Arts and t en from Industrial
Arts, alt of whom were chosen
com pletely at random. It is
he aded by two professors, Mr.
E .A. Goodwin, professor of
F ine Arts and Mr. M.S. B uchner, professor of Ind ustrial
Arts. T wo professors wer e necessary in order that th e i r
own ideas concernin g th e i r
spec-ialized field might be com bint:·J in equal amounts to encompass a liberal view of the
wh ole.
Early in the year a series
of cl ass meetings were h e 1 d
where the ideas and actual
wor. ing plans of the course
were laid before the students.
Every student was given the
opportunity to leavf_. the· course
for a general I.A . or F .A. cur riculum if he so wished . However, all involved stated their
desir e to remain and the cl ass
was l aunched.

controversial topics, and t h e
sharing of individual ideas we
have learned to show honesty
with
fundamental
precepts
which aid in constituting the
entirE:ty of this integration. W e
have learned to show hoensty
in design ; have developed basic aesthetic values;
have
learnc'Cl. to think more creatively and freely ; and have learned the importance of form a,1d
function.

The actual classwork began
with studio experiences in modula r construction, whe re the
basic elements of design were
explained. This exper ie nce led
to a full-scale fu r ni ture design
project in which the students
wer e free to design and b uild
a piece of furnitur e u sing a basic module. F ollowing w o o dw o·r_kin g . c a m e · sketchin g,
whic h- in t urn w as followed by
ext nsive work in sculpture
{ma-inly plast E·r of paris). Dur ing all' .l hese~ periods the students ,Ee~e..-__ ~~_!owe<! ·open- shop

papers,

t he

d iscu ssion

of

We, as Integrated Arts students feel there is a need for
this type of program in today's
society. Because there is so
much controversy between liberal and specialized educatio,1, we feel that this course,
and others like it, would help
to establish a happy medium,
thus c ombining the ability to
specialize with the 1 i be r a 1
views of a constantly changing
society.
The hopes of this c o u r s e
lie in the belief that after this
first year, which will be used
as a preliminar y foundation to
build in terest, stimulation, and
the ability to relate everything
' in education a nd life to our
own individual experiences, the
course, if at all possible.·, will
be continued.
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Campus Riot Facto·r Unveiled
'~ Milepost of Human Progress ''
After years of research, computation, and be nding paper clips until they break the Greenfield
Campus Riot Factor is ready for unveiling.
'
No l onger will gr_i~-jawed, quivering-li•;:>ped college administrators twitch nervously across their
Broadloom floors, wa1tmg feverishly for the wild yelps of the Yahoos to signal once again that College Youth has blown its cork. No longer will students debate going home for the weekend, panicked
lest th ey miss the o utbr eak of t he F ertility R ites. No lon ger w ill housemothers faint at the vision of
their en tire flock ruthlessly deflowered at the hands of a burly football player.
At l ast, through the blazing brilliance of one Jone thinker (me), another milep-ost has been hamm ered into the path of human
Riot Probability, TV stand fo r good guide to Riot Inten sity . I
progress. H ere, then, is t he
T emperature Variation, k for
would hypothecize a s e c o n d
Greenfield Campus Riot Facthe constant at each individual method of calculation, in which
tor.
campus, artd d for the number the Riot P ro babilities are added up ove r a number of days,
The theor y is based on the of days, the Greenfield Camfact that riots occur during ei- pus Riot Factor sta11ds thus:
a ssuming no riot occurs on the
ther Mid-Fall or Late-Spring
Let us see the Riot Factor first day or two, to determine
(usually the latter ), and usual- in action, at A Typical Ameri- Riot fotensity.
Thus, thre e days with a Rily after a particularly miseracan Campus : State {Th a t's
ble winter. To m a ke for genu- where Jack Oakie, Ruby Keel- ot Probability of 50 m ean a Riot Total on the fourth day of
ine riot conditions, the chang,e er, Dick Powell, and Pe t er
150 - a total to bring j-oy to
in weather must be suffic ient- Lawford went, that always
Mario Savio hims elf. As the
ly impressive t h at it is notice- beat U. in the last minute. Or
juices of the• young collegians
able, even to the mind of a typi- maybe it was the other way
stew, the final product is bound
cal A me r i c a n undergradu- around). Let us give State a
ate. Thus, a rapid change in consta11t of 30 d egrees. Now kt to be that much m ore succutemper ature over a short per- us assum e
a
temper ature lent.
iod of time is the most advanOur laboratories h ere are
change of 30 degrees over a
dreadfully
understaffed .
I
tageous climate in which the
3 day per iod. Thus :
leave.it
to
m
y
colleagues
in
At 20 the c a mpus newspaper
However, it must be k ept in
the field to verify, modify, or
mind that below a certain should have a well-running cam- refute this Riot Factor, so that
era
and
extra
p
a
p
e
r
for
the
minds that b =low a certai,1
Ame r ican Youth will b etter be
ca mpus to campus but con- speci a l editions. If the change
able to understand themselve.;,
occurs
over
a
10
day
per
iod,
temperature, variable fro m
and so that American Cam 1.,us
on the other hand, the R i o t
campus to campu s but conHousemothers
will know when
sta nt for each campus, a riot Probability is only 6, w h i c h
to
bring
out
the
padlocks .
is simply impossible. Thus, a giv-e s no one cause for alarm
except
the
Dean
of
Sthdents,
c hange from -25 to +5 at, say,
Minm:.;ota is not conducive to who has been alarmed since
spring e r uption s, even though Roosevelt was elected. Should
the temperature soar 30 dethe fluctuation is impressive.
grees in one day, however, the
T his s i m p 1 e yet profound Riot Probability is 60, which
fact is b e s t expressed by in means several arrests a nd a
A clothing drive and a book
mathematical ter ms. T his is probable broken window at the
largest
girls
'
dorm
·
on
camcollection
are service projects
because few p eople understand
pus .
of two sororities on campus .
a formula, and thus are Jess
Rh o Theta T a u is sup porting
The G reenfield Campus R iot
willin g to make smart-a lecky Factor is new; thus, it h as no t
Save the Children F ederation's
comments about oth er p€•ople's yet beE-n determined wbether Annu al Donated Clothing P :-ogram. The clothing is to be
ideas. If we l et RP stand for the Riot Probability is also a
se.1t to children in our Southe r n Appalachian Mountains
who l ack shoes and w a r m
clothing to go to school. The
clothing drive- began 0 11 Monday, April 12 and will be conducted through Thursday, April 15. The sisters of Rh o
Theta Tau asked for contribuA transistor radio w i 1 1 be are: George Kunka , Vic L om- tions of good, wearable, clean
awarded as a door prize at the bardo, John Mury, Bill Shieb- clothing - clothia g fo r babies,
Union D ance on April 23, 1965. ler, and John Vitiello; Phyllis children and adults, winter
The dance is jointly sponsored Alvino, Marie Galasso, J u d y
and summer.
by the Carnival and S o c i a 1 Kreshok, Elaine Levine , a n d
Delta Sigma Pi sponsored a
Committees of Newark State. N elleda Vellucci. Final votes book drive from March 15 unT icke ts for the dance a re now will be cast on April 28, 1965.
til March 19, asking students
available at the Information
A
surprise band,
ap pro- and prnfessors to contribute any
and Services Desk in the Col- priately named " T he U n i on kind of books t oS CATE to a id
Builders," will provide enter- in Newar k and Elizabeth tutor•
lege Center.
Tickets may also be obtain- tainment. D ress for the dance
ing, and to send to the South.
various organizations. Each is casual; but no women in
Although the sorority report•
ed t h rou gh representatives of slacks or men witho ut sport- ed th a t the anticipated reparticipating club has been al- jackets will be admitted . The sponse was lacking, they did
Directors
"en lotted a certain number of tic- Carnival
report that over 200 b o o k s
kets to sell, the proceeds from courage all students to attend were received. These b o o ks
which will be added to th a t the Union Dance which w i 11 included story-books, encycloconsiderably
toclub's
accumulated
profits contribute
p e d i a s and text b o o k s.
from ads, boosters, and t o t a l ward the establishment of a
The condition of the books was
p rofits . T he price of each tic- colle ge u nion building on t h e
(Continue d on page 10)
ket is fifty cents for Newark Newark State campus ."
State students and their dates,
and seventy-five cents per ticket for outsiders .

Services Drives
Are P rojects
Of Sororities

College Union Dance.
Set For April 23 .!

The nom inees fo r the K i n g
and Queen of t he Ca rn ival will
If one were to try to pinpoin t
one outstandi,1g factor of the be introduced at th e d ance, according to Don Merwin, on e of
course it would be that of the
t h e ch airm en. I n t his way the
free dom of express ion which
students will have an opportunt he students are al lowed. Wh en
ity t o meet the contestants who
individua ls a re cat egori zed into "little box es" with only one
p ath way before them, they will
This cour se involves m ore
produce n a r ro w- m inded, stant han t he simple transmissio,1
dar di zed ideas . Howeve..r, it is
of knowledge and s kills. It inour belief that if t he student
eludes, if the individuals i,1is given · t he freedom and th· e . volyed ch oose to take ad va n. t ime to explore on his -o wn, ·h e
t a ge of their opportunity , liberw ill ..develop h is o wn pat hwa y s
ation from a rrowness of view
and -h is gene-ral directio n will ·a nd liberation. to participate in
have room to · change and wid- life as ftee and· knowledgeable
en with 'his experiences.
. ... ·..people and educators. · .. ,

SUPPORT THE UNION DANCE

Friday, April 23rd

all proceeds will go to the Student Union Building Fund

THE
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Reappraisal of
·c.D. Course Made
By Curr. Con1m.
The one credit course in civil defense now required at the
state colleges was reviewed at
a recent meeting of the Presidents' Council. As a result of
this reappraisal the Commissioner of Education has notified the colleges that th e
course is to be dealt with in
one of the three following
ways, dependent on the wishes
of each state college:
1. The college may drop the
course entirely,
2. The college may offer the
cour se as an elective and give
credit for it within the 1 2 8
hours required for graduation,
or
3. Various
parts of the
course may be incorporated in
the existing courses.
In choosing which of these
will
adopt the
Curriculum
Committee has decided that
the matter will be ruled on by
the entire faculty. A report
surveying the question w i 11

Eastern States
Conf. Evaluated·
For Next Year
The Eastern States Association for Teacher Education
ihield its annual conference on
March 25th, 26th, and 27th at
the Hotel New Yorker in New
York City . The theme. of this
year's conferenc•e was " Teachers: Time, Scope, Role".
As in the past, N e w a r k
State stud·ents and fa cu 1 ty
· members represented the college at the conference. M is s
Kathleen M. Eckhart of the
Education D epartment was the
official faculty delegate. Mrs.
• Sadie B. Richman and Dr. K a thryn B. D aniel, both NSC faculty members also attended.

Open Positions
To Be Filled By
Yearbook Board
The editorial board of Memorabilia, the Newark State
yearbook have announced openings on the staff of t 11· a t
publication for the ' 65 - '66
school year. Editorial positions
. to be filled include those of coeditors-in-chief, two literary,
copy and art-layout editors
and a sports editor. Anyone
wishing to serve in the capacity of typist, photographer or
. business manager should also
apply . Concerning the three
last-n amed positions, Louise
D efuria, present co-editor - in chief, states, "It is hoped that
u nderclassmen will apply, so
that by the time they become
seniors, they will have acquired the proficiency to, assuml;./.
the responsibilities of publicat ion."
Selection will be based o n
interviews. A schedule of appointments will be posted on
t he Memorabilia bulletin board
located in the College Center
and anyone desir ing an appointment s h o u 1 d sign the
schedule now, in a time which
is convenient to him . ·
A.p plicants May Make
their qualifications known
as soon as possible
at the
Memorabilia Office
College Center Building

be distributed to the individual
faculty members by the committee to aid them in the subsequent voting.
Commenting on th e rev1s10n,
P resident Wilkins stressed that
he h ad objected to the course
from the outset, though this
had been a minority opinion
among the college presidents
at the time. While ercognizing
the importance of the material covered in the course, h e
termed the required course
now given as "unrealistic"- a
course
designed
more f o r
"general
disaster workers"
than for teachers.
He stated, moreover, that a
moral issue was raised, for the
course with its concentration
of talk and concern regarding
civil defense tended to foster
attitudes that "it will h appen"
and that by adopting certain
measures "this is safe " and
therefore "we can hide." H e
emphasized,
ho weve r,
that
"we cannot hide" from these
matters.
In view of the work done by
the Curriculum
Committee,
President Wilkins likewise objected both to the giving of college credit for a one credit
condensed course, a practice
which is being eliminated; and
to the extension of the 128 hour
requirement for graduation by
the addition of a course such
as civil defense.
Student Organization was represenved by student delegate
Joe Chrobak and participant observers:
Joe H asuly , Pat
McNamara, Bill Shiebler, Paul
Minarchenko, Annette Bruno ,
Tom Coyle ana Don Kulick .
The representatives participated in small group discussions
that dealth with contemporary
educational issues.
The highlight of the conference, as in the past, was the
key-note address. This ye a r ,
the speaker was Mr. Fred M.
H echinger, Education Editor of
the New York Times.
Newark State College has
been selected to be on the planning board for next year 's confer.e nce. A report will be submitted to Council evaluating
the Conference and the role of
Newark State in the Association.

Assen1bly of Ten
(Continued from page 1)

J-ohn S. Korley, Business Man
ager, was to serve on this
committee. However, due to a
recent illness he will be unable
to accept the invitation. The
College Development Committee will consider another member at its next meeting. Dean
of Students, Dr. H. Samenfeld,
requested that he serve as an
ex-officio member of the Committee .
The Committee of T en is
charged with investigating and
making recommendations to
the College Development Committee in the following areas:

INDEPENDENT

"Headstart" Aid
Program For Kids
Underway At NSC
A new program designed to
give nursery school-aged children from underprivil-.:!ged areas a chance to enter kindergarten on a more equal footing
as those who come from more
privileged homes is being initiated this summer at Newark
State. The program is called
Headstart. It is part of the nation's "War on Poverty."
Newark State has been designated as the Headstart program center, along with Rutgers UniV'ersity, for the state
of New Jersey . Newark State
is the only state college so designated. The rest of the institutions involved are on a univer sity scale.
President
Eugene Wilkins
commented that Newark Stat•e
is the only college in the entire
United States whose curriculum includoes a specialty i n
nurse ry school work, w i th
equipment, and specially trained faculty .
Mr. Charles J. Longacre, Jr .,
Director of Field Services, and
Mrs. Edna De Bolt Salt, Chairman of the Early Childhood
Departrment, are the director
and edu cational director of the
program, respectively. The dir·ectors
attended orientation
and organizational sessions in
Maryland April 11-14 for workers in the Headstart program.
This was the first of three 6day programs for instruction
for workers in Headstart.
The Headstart program is
being organiz•ed on a national
scale to h.e lp children f r om
disadvantaged homes have a
better start than they w o u 1 d
normally have becaus·e of their
home environment. Emphasis
will be placed on listening t o
stories, speaking clearly, receiving directions, p 1 a yin g
games in groups . It is estimatbe like and yVhat might b e included in it.
5. How much would it cost?
How much should be spent?
How might the mon ey be raised?

April 15. 1965
ed that five hundred teacher s
will hoe needed this summer in
New Jersey for this program
at Newark State and Rutgers.
The program for actual teaching of children is scheduled to
begin in the latter part of the
summer to help children to begin kindergarten in Sept~m ber,
1965. More extensive teacher
training will take place in the
fut ure.
When questioned about his
reaction to the recognition being given to Newark State and
for prospects for the future,
P resident Wilkins said th a t
"this college has beE.'n selected
as. a college of great promise as
indicqted by the grants which
have been awardeJ and by the
respons e of W ashington officials
to a delegation of eight faculty
members, headed by Dr. Louis
Raths, Coordinator of Curriculum and Instruction, who m ade
the trip to confer with various
departments,
chiefly in th e
U.S . Office of Education, concerning grants for this c o 1 lege."
Examples of some of the requests
for
grants include
grants for setting up program
for dropouts, experiments in
teaching of reading, projects
in special education, various
methods for teaching children
to think. According to President Wilkins, virtually all the
suggestions proposed by th e
del-egation received approval
and applications for the propos-al.s are being drawn up
now.

Jr. Prom Group
Decides On Spain
A.s Dance Theme
"NOCHE DE ANDALUCIA"
is the theme of the Juni or
Prom , which will be held on
Saturday evening, May 15, 1965. The Spanish motif will be
carried out in the transformation of the main dining room
to fit the meaning-NIGHT OF
THE ILLUSION . Elaine Fischer
('66) is chairman of the decoration committee.
The cost of the bid h as been
set at $7.00 p er couple. Thi s
includes a full-course r o a s t
beef dinner, favors, and entertainment, w h i c h the prom
committee wishes to keep "secret as long as possible," according to Rosemary Prestigiacomo ('66), chairman.
The bids are now on sale at
the Information and Services
Desk in the College C e n t e r.
Juniors are requested to make
a three-dollar deposit no later
than April 30, 1965. The fin al
payments must be in by May
7, at which time the sale of
bids will close.
Each table at the junior prom
will seat six persons. Students
who have purchased bids b y
May 7 will be permitted to file
a seating request during th e
week of May 10-14. The committee encourages the Junior Class
to buy bids "now," since only
two hundred couples may attend the affair.

EMBA1{RASSE;D BY
SPACES IN YOUR BooXSHELF '?

6. How migl1t such a building
be administe:2d and maintained?
Mr. Paul Minarchenko raised the point of the terminology of such a building , that is,
''student union ,'' ''college uni:on or "college center." This
matter. raised some serious discussion. It was agreed that
th_is would be d etermined by
the philosophy of such a structure, which the Committee of
Te11 is to consider.

-e- /L·
;:s: - -

The CommittE.•2 of Ten w i 11
meet with the Development
Committee
on
Wednesday,
April 21 to further discuss the
proposal and their charge.

Dr. Louis Raths, Dfr,e ctor of
Curriculum Development, addressed the Development Committee regarding the many at1. What would the basic phitempts being m a d e and prolosophy of such a center be?
pos,2d to further devE.'lop t h e
What purpose s and needs
College. The IndePendent is
should such a building serve?
planning to r un an article in
2. Seek out informatio11 from
the future which will deal with
those with ex,p erience regardthese developme11ts.
ing such centers at other colThe
College D evelopment
leges. Visit other institutions .
Committee will hold its next
Gather as much background
regular meeting Ap r il 21. At
material as possible.
- this time the-y will discuss with
3. E xp 1 ore with various the Committee of Ten the Stugroups on campus the sorts of • dent Union proposal and deal
activities,
services,
rooms, with the recommendations proetc. which might be in cluded posed by Mr. Bernard P . Tayin such a cent,e r.
lor, a professional consultant
4. Make recommendations as ;in the field of College Developto what such a building might ment.

SALE

I

(BUY A. FE:W Fl:E:T)

PAPERBACK SALE
Regular Paperbacks 30 % off

Also Specials from 25¢ and up.

.i

April 15, 1965
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Peace Corp Volunteer
On Campus Fo r Visit
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PEACE CORPS , r1EWED
AS AID TO MAN-l(IND

year he taught English as a
fore ign language at a high
school in the agricultw·al town
By Thomas S. Plaut
of Ceyan , located in south-cenCollegiate Press Service
tral Turkey . In addition Allen
"A world community can only exist with world communication, which means something more
held evening classes in E n g - than extensive shortwave facilities scattered about the globe. It means a common understanding
lish for adults.
. .. The task is overwhelming and the chance of success is slight. We must take the chance or
For the 2nd half of his tour, die." - ' R. M. Hutchins, "The Atomic Bomb vers us Civilization."
Unlike most Peace Corp
The above grim summation
workers, Mr. Allen has had the Allen was transferred to A n ty. In the United States, immi- through returning P eace Corps
opportunity of holding two dif- kara , capital of Turkey, where is probably the simplest, if
grant families often go through volunteers, to draw from the
he
taught
English
at
the
Midsomewhat
negative,
reason
for
ferent posts during hi s t w o
several generations of assimi- experi•e nce of other cultur es.
year tour of Turkey. His first dle Eastern Technical Univer- the existence of the P e a c e
lation to become Americans inThe eventual value of t h is
sity.
Corps.
stead of Irish, Italian , Polish , avenLLe for cultural exchange
Duri ng the summer of 1963,
The Peace Corps is not only
Allen joined with fellow Peace providing manpower for •e co- or Greek;. The volunteer must can only be a matter of specuCorp workers to establish a nomic development, it is an not only adjust i_n a matter of lation.
summer camp to teach h i g h aid to mankind in the race be- months, h e must produce as
One possible indication is a
school boys sports, including tweep. understanding and inci- well.
teaching project at Cardoza
a lso the rudiments of the Eng- neration .
A dangerous and usually un- High School in Washington,
lish language.
conscious
assumption in jump- D.C ., which •employs returned
The fact that the various
While overseas , Mr. All en peoples of the world don't know ing across cultures to catalytic P eace Corps volunteers.
traveled
extensively, visiting much about each oth-er ha s positions in other countri·es is
Cardoza opens its doors to
England ,
Italy, the
Isle of never been very acceptab1= be- "we are better than they are."
the children of capital 's H arRhodes, Zyria, Egypt and Jor- cause it challenges a common- Nothing could be more compro- lem. It is an environment
dan .
ly assumed level of intelli- mising to foe PeaCL' Corps vol- which has little tolerance for
Allen, 24, received a B.A. in gence. T heir resulting lack of
or
curiosity,
unteer whose activities are di- sensitivity
Economics from the Universi- understanding leads to asser- rected lar gely by the citizc.·,1s where the student's guard
ty of California at Berkley in tions which make the other fel - and the government he serves.
tends to stay up and his intel1962.
low lazy, barbaric, and fat and Volunteers apply th emselves as l ect down.
Mr. Allen's two day visit to rich, and eventually a half- co-workers of a host country 's
The surroundings are not
Newark Sta te is scheduled to monkey at Hiroshima or a p a - citizens. They work w i th i n those usually sought after by
include several public lectures per tiger in the T onkin g u l f.
given situations rather than young white Anglo - Saxon
on his Peace Corp . experiences The first skirmish in the bat- standing on the •edge in an ad- school teachers. But more than
and he will also be available tle for p-eace , and the first hur- visory capacity.
Mr. S te v e A llen,
120 returned volunteers applied
for private interviews.
Peace Corps
for
16 teacher - intern positions
dle for the Peace Corps has
The P eace Corps thus is an
this y ear. (Most graduates of
not been for understanding but exchange program. We giv e
for the recognition of the lack them a dusting of American a last year's program are now
of understanding.
and the skill-ed hands needed regular teachers in comparable
After a year of service, a for
continued
development. schools in Washington and othvoluntee r in the Philippines They give us returned voluner larger urban areas .)
complained:
teers who today speak upwards
Some of these interns, espe" I n training we received of 40 lan guages, who are maphysical conditioning. But we tured well beyond what t w o cially thos.e with Peace Corps
by Mar y Bartle tt
fo und not physical but cultu r- y-ears at home would have service in Asia, say that a predominant concern in Non-W€'stYou've been away from home now for ten days, although it al hardsh ips . We were not brou ght, and whose values are
ern
cultu r es for the h1dividseems much longer than that since your jet set down at London
prepared for the (high stauts reoriented by life as a minoriAirport and you realized that you really were abroad. You had a
we wo uld be given as Ameri- t y group in another country . ual's comfort and happiness
week in London, and now you are at Lincoln College. No, it cans . . . that W'e would be plac- And, having been part of an- has disciplined them with a pat ience and a new ability to
wasn' t named for Honest Abe, but for the English town of Lin- ed among the highest citizens other cultu re, these people find
"
bring the s t u d e n t along."
coln, whose b'l.shop fou n ded the
in a t own - ri gh t up w ith the th eir ability to judg-e their own
They fi nd t hemsel ves striving
college in 1427. About one hun- v ince th€•m that ·o ccasionally mayor and t he priest."
society greatly improved.
to make the su bj•ect material
dred fo:-eign students are there
something "tin.1ed" or frozen
P eace Corp s D irector SarThrou gh t he P eace Corp s
with you. Many are Scandina- would improve a meal by add- gen t Shriver was told by a vo- then, 46 dev.eloping n ations of rel ative to th e student's expervians, some are French, some
ing variety. T he company is 1un teer in the field that "the Asia, Africa a nd L atin Ameri- ience - to make the student
German, some an.· of O th e r
good; the talk has the sparkle cultu r-e here is d eceptiv,e f or ca are helping the U n i t e d at home in the classroom .
Unlike many American
European
nationalities, and
that yoc learn t'O expect in Bri- Americans . On the su r fa ce it States mature. N ot th at th·ese
some are from Asia or Africa . tain, and you do not go hungr y seems to be similar to ou r own, cultures are more grown up or teachers, t hese interns are free
There is also a group of about
from the table .
but it is vastly different. . . "better" than ou r own. Amer~ t o b-e c ulture jumpers. They
An after,10on walk introduc- etxremely complex."
a dozen Americans from Rip-•
(Continued on p age 8)
ica simply has the opportunity,
es you to Oxford, which has
on Colleg = in Wisconsi,1. At the
T he P e ace Corps has had to
b een called " one of the great- learn h ow to prepa1-e its volunm oment all have the same inest architectural treasures of teers for the cultural, socioloternational problem-where do
the world." You cannot begin gical lumps encountered in beI go from here?
to se€ fois first afte:·noon all coming part of another socieYou step through the g a t e
of the 29 colleges-24 fo r men
into the quad. Here comes your
and 5 for women - which make
"scout," who is nc.•: ther the
Brit ish Kit Cars::m nor the up the University, but you can
!::J::
by Ernest Whitworth 1m
sixth-grade boy you had in J un- look in at Exeter Co 11 e g e,
w h ich is next door to Lincoln,
ior p::-acticum, but Arthur or
and at B rasenose, which is just
Ken (or per;iaps Sally) who
behind and continue down T url
Nu Sigma T au Sorority is
will wake you in the mor;iing,
Street to Broad Street, w al k helping a Peace Corps Volun- Jj
is strewn carelessly about in all of them;
Jl
take care of your rooms, bring
teer in M alaysia stock his newpast B lackwell's and Parker's
you tea if you 're ill, giv€ you
the gossip of the college, and Bookstores (if you're strnng- ly formed high sch ool library .
slip you an extra dessert.if you minded and keep your e y e s The volunteer , Anthony Ippoli- ; I
of ti"" ,,,a, ;
aver ted), step into Christopher to of R id gefield Park, a '64
sit at the table he serves. You r
graduat-e of Newark College of
scout takes you to your r ooms- W r e .1's Sh=ldonian T heatre,
(' The tindr fro
fi~i ?f 'te l
where the
Encaenia (com - E n gineering, recently b-egan
a bedroom a ,1d a study. T he
mencement) is held, pass the this project as part of his
bath? There is almost surely
teachin g assignment at the
old Ashmol€·an .Museum, turn
one on your staircase, but it
G overnmen t S·econd ary
Engt
he
corner
for
a
look
at
th
e
is tw o floors up, or one floo r
lish
School
in
P
ort
D
ickson,
B
odleian
L
ibrary,
come
out
indo wn, never 0,1 the same l evel
i ::li i n the weeks just past, I have met with
_,
to "foe High" with its majes- Negri Sembila n," Malaysia .
as your rooms. You go to the
those inspirited with the passion of the desirous
M
In corresponding with a sis- :J
tic
curve
swooping
down
towonen window-in Engla,1d winM agdalen
(pronounced ter of Nu Sigma T au, Mr. Ipdow s are always open- and look ard
11
"Maudlin")
College,
and go p olito wrote of h is stud en ts'
down on the quad that h as had
and
fellow
fac
ulty
m
embers'
back along the H igh to th e
:,
five hundred years to grow its
Turl and your L incoln College interest in American H istory
but the rip tide of violence and brutality
green velvet carpet, and there
and Education · and of their d ehorn€·.
you see Toby, the Lincol n Colsire to secure books on th-ese
As this is the first night,
le ge cat, th€ only creature be-1
topics.
the r e is a "sherry party," to
sides the R ector and the FelNu Sigma T au , in turn , is ;;::;
and more than once become the majo r concern. of those
@
bring together the participants asking NSC students to h e 1 p
lows who may walk on that
unpersecnted materially, bl/,t seeking a personal freedom ,,,,,,
in the seminar who have come Mr. I p polito fill th ese empty !):)
particular square of grass .
and genuinely concerned with the rights of others;
!iii
to Oxfor d from so man y Ferne library sh elves by donating
You go down to lunch in the
With rhythm and the song of love
haw les. (L ook that u p in Chau- old a nd new books. A carton
great H all, built in 1437, with
cer or ask a sop homore E n g- will be displ a yed at the Colits wonderful timbered ro:if
and its magnificent panelling. lish maj or) . Your host is Mr. lege Center entran ce on April
Lawson, back ·at Oxford from 13, 14 a nd 15 in which can b e
The meal is plentiful and the
his
wbter's ' exile at Columb ia . , de p osited any ha r d-cover or
fo od (as it came from the hand
Y ou meet Mr. B armes, the d ir- · p a per ba ck textb ook s a nd nov- !_j~ He believes that
of n atu re) of the best quali ty.
""'
love surmounts all barriers
n
Above all it is ll.resh.!- T he Bri-· ector of th~ seminar , a nd M r. el s. For fur ther info rmation
and
that
they
shall
overc;orne.
.
.
P eter, whose good l ooks h ave contact C. Reddington Mailbox
tish a r e obse ssed with th e id ea
;~:. ;?..:;-::...•p.,: :...~.: *~=::Y/ tt•w•:1,:❖=:::;:1v¥::,:.;,,:7 ,:,.,. r ·,w,"t:..:}w~»;··..< )?4 e:P~:;:;tx~x~~-z;-,·:·•:-;r-~::::r{:~:-x,··•ec-·-w~x.J
of fresh ·fo od ; nothing .will conNo. 66~ ·. , · . ..
.<<:.~~tied '°-n __page 10)
A former Peace Corp volunteer, Mr. Steven Allen will visit Newa rk State College on the
14th and 15th of this month.
Mr. Allen has just returned
from an extended assignment
in the Mediterranean area.

Seminars And Travel
Offered At Oxfo.rd
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REVIEW

The Prince of Denmark
As Hamlet Views Him
By L. K. Feldman

"Hamlet" as seen through
Haml et's mind was the thE:me
of an experimental pla y of the
same titlE: performed in the
Little Theater on April 6 at 8: 15
p. m. The cast a nd director of
this adaptated form of Shakespeares' masterpiece we r €·
fro m ' Columbia University. The
Columbia cast was directed by
Beverly Lockwood.
This rendition of the tragic
h.:To (with the ,emphasis on
trag ic) was at once illuminating and disco,1certing. Mr.
Marowitz portrayed Hamlet
fro m the inside, as if the c\Ction a,1d dialogue the audience
w as seeing on stage was actually happening in Hamlet's
m ind. Mr. Marowitz achieved
th is effect through the use of
several dramatic devices. In
four instances he had on€.' actor
pl ay more than one part, thus
forcing the audience to make
connc::tions between characters in "Haml et" that heretofore had rema ined distinct.
Both Po 1 on i us a11d the
GravediggE:r were outstandingly portrayed by Joseph P. Sicari. Perhaps Mr. Marowitz,

REVIEW

Lights of Paris
Illuminate the
Broadway Scene

by drawing this relationship
between the old windbag and
the merry singing gr avedigger,
was showing us that both were
fools of the same hue .
Fortinbras, t h e man of action, the P riest, a steadfast
character, a nd a loyal member of the court wer e all e.•nacted by Peter K. A u s ti n.
Though Mr. Austin's voice
seemed too high-pitched for the
character of Fortinbras, his
acting was creditable. T he s e
three char acters in Mr. Marowitz's play challenged H amlet
each in their own way by their
individual strE:ngth and their
will to action, while Hamlet
remains weak, inactive, a prisoner of his indecisiven ess.
Quite understandably, the
Ghost and the Player Kin g
were played by the same actor, Szabolcs Szekeres. A 1t ho u g h at times Mr. Szekeres ' accent was disconcerting,
the Ghost did appear as an
eerie figure fr om Death. Michael Ruggere played L aertes
a nd t h e Captain extremely
wE-11, though th e dueling scene
between Hamlet and Laertes
seemed rather mechanical and,
from a fencing point of view,
crudely done.
Mr. Marowitz foucsed o n
ed between Hamlet and a nother character. While the other character w as impressing
u pon H amlet his inadequ acy,
Hamlet was suffaring self-annihilation through his own conscience .
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The Fraternit)' Endures
As a, Brotherhood of Men
by Joseph R; Hovance

College fraternities have existed in America for nearly 200
years. The first, Phi Beta Kappa, was founded in 1776, when
America hersel-t: was born. The
same motivating force, r ooted
in belief in the F atherhood of
Go d and tl1e brotherhood of
man, gave birth to a great nation and a grea t college institution.
Phi B eta K appa l ung a g o
became purely an honor society. Today there are many
other honor fraternities, a s
w ell as professional fra ternities and recog,1 ition societies
in virtualy every field of high•
er education.
But the term "fraternity"
on this campus designatE:s a
brotherhood of men of varying
interests, joined together for
fellowship, mutual
cooperation and individual advance
ment. New candidates, called
"pledges," are selected by a
unanimous vote of the pres ent
und 2rgraduate m€mber s .
The college fraternity is a:1
integral part of the institution
where it is located . " L ocal"
frat ernities are confined to a
single
campus.
Generally
howeve r, "fraternity"
refers
to a national Greek-letter organization with chapters in a
number of collegl•.; and universities.

older members,
an environment that encourag,es · diligent
study, and special incentives
for supE.·rior scholarship, the
fraternity makes p erhaps it s
most vital cont ri bution to the
individual student.
Experiences in Education. A
valuable suppleme11t to form al classroom teaching is provided by the fratern ities of
Am,:;)rica. A man becomes fully e du cat e d only throu gh
learning to play a n important
role in life with other men.
Th e fraternity supplie.-s su ch
training.
The Road to Maturity. Since
its earliest ~ays, the fratern ity
system has ta u ght and exemplified the idea that each mE.'mber is a man, not a boy, a:id
must assume ad ult responsibilities. In his fraternity the
young student grows to maturity , an indispensable pre.~
Jude to any successful career.
Buik;'~ng and Shaping. A
g:-eat institution, it has been
oft en said, is b ut fae lengthened shadow of a great man.
Many gn•J.t men have left thei
ind elible marks on the history
and traditions of fraternities.
The meaningfulness of their
lives is translated into th e
building and shaping of young
men as the Nation's futuTe
lt•ade r s.

zations formed for purposes- of
m u t u a l help_fulness, as the
French writer Alexis de Tocqueville noted 125 years ago.
Even th en, college fraternities
wE:re a factor in h igher education.
They
have gain e d
st rength through the association of m en with kindred ~ interests and ideals.
Human Relations. Man 's meteoric progr ess in science, due
to intense research, calls f o r
equal progress in human understanding. A frat€'rnity is a
research laboratory in human
relations :
distilling
men's
views, preci•pitating joint ar!ion, catalyzing thought, evaporating prejudice, and blending effort.
Broadening Interests. As the
world shrinks, men can no
l onger live insulated from the
problems of peoples in other
l ands. A fraternity builds unity
out of its diversity, broadening
th€.' interes1G of its members in
the world at large.
Compatibility and Standards.
That which elevates man is
to be encouraged always. Fraternities b elievE.' that standards
of conduct, responsibility and
attainment, voluntarily accepted by men who have chosen
one another f o r hompatibility
and common purposl', provide
a positive incentive that enhances the college curriculum.
Consiaeration for O th e r s.
Group effort succel•js only in
an atmosphere of cooperation
and consideration for the rights
and feelings of others. In a
fraternity the members l earn
that each must bear his full
share according to his talents.
This merging of tal€'nts in a
team effort is an experience of
lifelong value.

II. The Individual
Bonds of Fellowship. Bey011d
Today's N ewark State F ra- all else a fraternity offors
te1,.i.ie,; otter a bunaant fe l- close, warm friendship. Th i s
l owship; they also emphas ize
means much to the incoming
good
scholarship, participa- students, who may know few if
tion in campus activities lead- any other students. The bonds
ership training, service to col- of followship gain d e e pe r
According to the author, SidThe most upSE.-tting feature of lege and community, and pre- meaning with shared efforts in
ney Michaels, t h e decision the psychological adaptation
pai a t1011 for fu ture careers.
college and expand to all memrested en ti Te 1 y upon Louis
of "Hamlet " was the structur- Intramural competition, varsbers in later years.
XVI's mistress. All Ben Franked mix- up of lines. Lines from
ity athletics, social affairs, alEncourage•m ent
and
Gui.
lin had to do was to convince different scenes Wl•.-e said con- so aad zest to frater nity life.
IV. Values that Endure
eJ.ance. To live together harm oher, and his country could
curr e ntly (and not always by
But these aspects have been niously, men must strive toFraternity Ideals. The foundha ve the guns needed to fight
the person whose lines they ori- ove1· - publicized, as ha ve the
gether. Each man in a frater - ers of every college fraternity
the British.
ginally wer e) in the same sc<-·,1e
pre-initiation schoolboy antics
nity benefits by fae e,1courage- were moved by the same spirof hazing, now outlawf:j by
in Mr. Marowitz's "Hamlet".
ment and guidance of his bro- it of idealism. They decried the
Being the most persuasive
every fraternity on Newark the:s, and enthusiastically supAre we to conclude that this
m an on earth, as he himself
share to get without giving, to
is how Hamlet viewed the si- State's campus . The educapo:-ts their efforts- as h1dividag reed, B E.•,1 Fra nklin need ed
achieve without working . They
tional explosion 1-e a v e s · no
ua1s and as a t eam-whenever
only a little cunning ad per- t uation ? We are sec•eing the play
challenged men, at a y ou n g
from insi¢,e Hamlet _.and so the room for undisciplined " play the opportunity arises.
severance to gain his point. Of
and impressionable age to
usual,
ordered progression of boy-type" students.
Personal
Development.
A
course, it meant getting th e
pledge themselves to support
events is interrupted, at times
What is it that makes a framan is know n by his traits of
a code of ideals of enduring
Spanish
ambassador
drunk,
evrn disr egarded .,
cour ting the beautiful Diane,
ternity? I s it close fri<-•.1 dships,
charactec·l". The time
when value. Th€ same challenge ex-and even flying ove.•r P aris in
standards,
these r each final development ists today.
Robert
Litowchak 's rendi- teamwork, h igh
a balloon with her.
the is that eventful period between
tion of H a mle t was the most 1 if el on g associations,
The Basic Truths. The Amer"climate" oL _boyhood and manhood.
In
outstanding aspect of the per- heart-warming
Robert Preston plays t h e
ican way of life stands as the
the
group?
It
is
all
these-tl1os<-•
formative
years,
the
frati le role with verve . H is re- forma nce. There seemed to be and more.
great bastion of freedom in a
t ernity can .inspire sound liva combination of excell-ent and
partees are worthy of B o b
world of unrest. The b as i c
ing
habits
tl1rough
example
truths of democracy
W€Te
Hope's. When the ki11g t e 11 s intelligent acting, and good diThe.·re are
nearly two miland const:rnctive directio·n .
recting working for Mr. Litowdrafted into our Constitution
him pompously that, ''France
lion
living
members
of
naDiscipline
and
ReSponsibilichak who is a graduate of
J o v E.• s liberty", he retorst,
Rpproxi- ty. Noblesse oblige-thee• belief and Bill of Rights. Supporting
Newark
State College. Ger - tional fraternities and living according to these
'· Especially in the British colmat
e
1
y
225,000
undergrad. that superior rank d-emands
trude ·was st; ongly enacted by
truths is a solemn obligation
onies." Mr. Preston sparkles as
uates,
the
rest
alumni.
Each
honorable
conduct-is
th
e
Pat Wheefer whose counter-baevery frate r nity man assumes
he utters quotes fro m Poor Rimark of a truly educatej man.
lance, Ophelia, was tenderly of these would exp, ess his view
on initiation.
chard 's Almanac,
such as
of
fraternal
life
and
be:.1efits
The
right
way
to
budget
one's
"When you turn a vice into portrayed by Janet _McNally.
The Enriching Years. Bdgnt
in a somewhat different mantime, the acceptance of rea virtue, y ou h ave fo und your
college days soon pass, b u t
After the 36 minute presen:ner. But each would ,e mpha- sponsibility, the ability to rise
talent" , and " The atheist i s
ation, Miss Lockwood, th€· di- size the life~time rewards to
above distrnctions, all re.•q_uire their · memory remains for a
glad there is no God, the agrector, asked for comm-ent-s
those who work and live and
discipline, self-imposed. These lifetime. And those campus
nostic feels lonely about it."
memories are enriched · by · the
from the audience . Some felt
learn in thE-· close relationship
are lesson s ,. the
fraternity
unique adventure in brotherthat
Mr.
Marowitz,
·had
done
of
m
en
with
-similar
goals
.and
teaches.
Ben' s
g r a·n d son
(Franklin
an injustice to "Hamlet" by
constructiv.e aims. This is
Training in, .Leadership . hood tl1at is fraternity living.
Kiser) is the typical rash, nomixing up the sequence of ac- what it can mean to you as Within th e fraternity, men
"A fraternity is a . personal
ble, naive American in Paris .
-tions and· lines, otpETs thought a college _administrator; a _. pargain valuable ·experience in relationship which makes m .e n
. Bea, as the sophisticated older
ent, o. a student.
leadership, . as they learn to
unselfishly seek to advance ·one ·
a.nd more knowledgeable man, that they gained fu r ther insight
into the play }>ecause of this. .
make dec-isions and carry. 01,1t another. . in · the ·arts · of .life and
gives him a man.Jto-man talk
1. The Learning Proce~s
No matter _how one reacted to
worthwhile programs through
to add, to the formal fnstrucw hich brings about the lad 's
the play, . Miss Lockwood's
Scholastic · Excellence. . The .· careful. planning and dynamic
tion of the college. curriculum,
entanglem ent with Ja·n ice Nipoint
of
stress
on , the imporbasic
purpose
of
coll~·
e
·to
.
command.
The
art
oL
winning
thl•
culture and . c· hara c te r
6
colet (Rita Gardner), a sweet
ta·11ce of viewing ShakE•.;pear's obta-i. n an ,educat~on de- ~- coope:ration .• and. respe.ct from
\_\'hich -men acquire -by- contact
French girl.
HH. a m 1 e t'.' aa Shakespear's ma-nds at least passing• gTades. . oth~rs is,. a ~riceless , asset ·
with g r -e a t personalities, . or
"Hamlet", . not- as Laurence aModern _, fraternities . seek -not _ any, career. -~ ,.
whert ·· admitted. to partnership
This play is extremely -well
, !done: It is light,' witty, and -Olivier's Hamlet ·o.r. as - RichmeFL·-s ,. ,minimum· .. scholasfrc: III. Tht• c.G.t:oup • ..
.
in great•'iraditions,''.. Newion ;,D. , . . •,·:
. ,.gay. , It is -,w orth seeing if only. ~rd · B.urton's ,Harplet, as. is s.o .. ~quirements, . __ b-u .t. ,. achiev;~- · S ~ ~-~0\19~ ~
-r-·· Baker:!....Seer.d ary ::of·: .W:w, ·:, 19-a , ·•
, io , experi.ence the · electi"ifying
often .the - .ca:;;e., . was ·• very well .-~·.ment. above · the:. av.erage . .,,W ith_..,. ..Amerka_,. j s . ,unj:q'ue;1 in .Q_; th,e u -13-1-919 · ·(-Deceased).:,pJn..!·- Gam- .. · ,
.- performanee-·:of Mr. .Pre_ston.
takm: .. ,•
:counseLand; gi.µdance , ,f r.. 0-1:11, ."-·tmtltitµge .. ot.. v~untary,- oi;gan.id -c m a:.l'. Delt<!-~.,_
.:.
by Feirn Dansereau
The musical, "Ben F ra:iklin
in P aris", is a delightful play.
It wittily relates the e v ents
w hich led to th€.' F rench recognition of the new United States.
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GREEK SING 1965
Prizes Awarded To Nu Theta Chi,
Sigma Beta Tau, and Beta Delta Chi
Chi Delta Gets Honorable Mention; Pi In First Sing
IF.SC Traditional Vocal
,Competition Fills Gym
by Grace Glynn
Neither snow, nor rain, nor sleet nor gloom of a cold March
night shall keep the trusty Greeks from their singing ... and so it
was on Greek Sing night . . . March 20th. The poor weather did not
affect the family and friends of our Greeks either. Our gym was
more than fined to capacity with the faithful followers of our
Greek population.

And so amidst the excitement and glamour of the o l d
Greek tradition our annual vocal competition went on. Most
of our groups showed great ingenuity in their prese·11tation.
New heights were reach€d (I
have been told by some people
who a r e in the know) in the
quality of the so,1gs w hi ch
WL':-e sung, as well as certain
air of sophistication which
ge:ierally prevailed over t h e
interpertation given. It would
se~m,
therefore, that
the
Gw2k Sing has reached t h e
new
level of
achievement.
(The only place to go now is
up .. . )
Although judging was inde::d quite difficult due to all
the \\"0_1derful performance•., , it
was nevertheless done q u it e
capably by our distinguished
panel of judges. Both Mr. Leo
Rindl er
and Miss
Ve rn,1ica
Scott hav€ devoted their lives
to teaching of music in o u r
scho ols. They brought a r i ch
musical background with them
to the pro gram. Miss Patricia
McD y er is a n ew hand in the
field of education, but nevertheless a fine dramatics coach
and a fellow Gw~k . Mr. Thomas Summa, who charactecized
our G::-eek Sing as a "refreshi n g ex perience", possesses a
wealth of knowledgE.: in th e
field of drama and m usic. He
has been actively inv olved i n
the theatre for many y e ars
and is constantly in search of
new w ays to improve thE.· thea tre. Our judges we r e im.p1-essive . .and our Gree ks i m pressed them.
A special
vote of thanks
must also go to Mr. J oel Spect·or for h is singularly impr.essive job in provid i"i1g the
G reeks w it h sou d and lighting
facilities. Few p eople s t o p to
th ink about the terrific amount
of wor k which these thin g s -involve, b ut it is immens€·. W e
at Newark State have be en
indeed for tunate to h a ve had
someone l ik e Joel to do this
fine job for ALL of us ov er the
years.

deserved, and had not b E.· e n
"passed by." I nstead it h a d
d rawn everyone to l isten and
then be singularly impresszj
with
their great
changL• of
pace as they went in to t h e
beautiful theme from Mondo
Cane , "More." L zd by Adelene
Novl·..lo, the sisters of Chi
D elta have taken their position
of oromi,1ence on our campus.
"Snow White" and "M o 11 y
Brown"
were great at the
movies, but they were be~ter
when they were h er e at N ewark State. The judges m us t

First Place: Nu Theta Chi -

Second Place: Sigma P.eta Tau "Brotherhood": led by Tom Coyle.
have thought so too, and s o
a w ardL•j the second runner up
position to Beta D elta Chi for
t heir most entertai,1ing a n d
enjoyable treatment of s o m e
of the music from these movies. Although Beta D elta C h i
was one of the smaller groups
participating, the spirit and
enthusiasm of the s isters made
up for any lack they may have
in number . Their entire• per farmance was fa st moving, vibrant and was evidence of th e
g_reat spirit these girls poss ess. Surely the sisters a r e
proud of their ver y · fine president, Judy K r eshok, who for
two years has led them to their
victory in Greek Sin g . C on gratulations should go to Judy
for the outstanding job s he
has done and the sisterhood
she 1tas been instrumental in
buildin g up in h e r sorority.

The grea test moment of the
evening, of course, ca·m e _when
the wi nners were annoµncetl
and the t rophies were. so graciously presented by our own
Qu-<-en GerFi .!1utchinson.- As
The .girls, ·Jio,w ever, did not
IFSC Presid,;.. 1t Joe- Hovance capture all the awards, and so
a nnounced the Honorable Menthe -awar:d for first runner . up
tion position . .. ·· .•a hush -~ell ov- -:went to the men. . .the brother t he gathering (esp.ecially in - €Ts o.f Sigma• Beta Tau. Com- .'.
t he arna of Chi· Delta) . Then , . pl_etely• changing the - _pace, of·
_- suddtmly-· .the girls ands ..ev.ery ' the'.• p erformance, . ihe· brothers .
one r ealized · tilllt~-their ~v e r-y • .-of,; ''Pass , Me ~y!.\ -ha~ ~t.ra~tlively -and' imaginative- v,.ersipn .. ed: the-. attention it :_righ_t.ful!y L

"A Prayer" and

introduced
an entire
"new
frontier " in GrE.·~k Sing b y
presenting their ow11 " P r a y er." It was a tastefully done
m edley of thr ee major r eligious songs. Conti,1uing in their
serious v1:·~n their second selection strongly spotlighted the
spirit of brotherhood w h i c h
has always _ been characteristic
of this fraternity. Their entire
performance was o·ne that was
eminently impressive to everyone in attendance. It was the
first tim e in the history of
Grc:ek sing that this type of
song was introduced in the
Sing and was done w ith great
success by this group. Th e
outstanding leadership a n d
guidance given this group b y
Tom Coyle was certainly made
apparent ·
by -their
precise
movement ·a.ud organization.
much credit and commendation sho.uld go to Tom for his
truly fine. job.

"The Seine'· and "Legitimate": led by Judy Reskow.

Third Place: Beta Delta Chi led by Judy Kreskow.
entran ced as t hey sang the ir
v l': y delicate a nd t ouch ing v e1·sion of " The_ Se±ne. " T h e i r
per formance ·
could
h a ve
brought a tear to t he ey z, but
then they broke the spell with
their bouncy t r eatment of " Legitiment. "
They
c erta in ly
surprised ·everyone with th1:·ir
c omplete personality change. .
fr om the sweet softness of
"Th e Seine•" to the vigorous
pace of "Legitiment. " .And so.
the first place award went to
th is very unpr.zdictable group
of t r uly lively girls. U nd er the
fin e direc tion and · leadership
of Judy .Reskow the sisters
gave a fine account of thems elves. It must have b een in deed gratifying for the girls to
regain the . first place position ..
havi.'1g won the first year o f
Greek Sing in 1962.. Again congratulations to Judy ·and a 11
the girls on a job exce11ently
done, and the n ever ti r ing spirit that this group always displays. ·

-

MORE -

Fraternity and Sorority
News in this week's issue

-

IFSC Basketball
Tournament

-

Rho Theta Tau Clothing
Drive

-

Delta Sigma Pi Book
Drive

-

"On Fraternities" by

J. Hovance

• Sa.ving the best to last. .t~e
.The !1.19ependen~ wiil gwUJ
first place _winn ers . . .Nu- TheJ\-nd 5?· .. peaee and q _u i,et_
ta ' Chi sororityi Coming 9n like · ;i:etu:me.d once again. to, Newark · ..,
-~~rt~n~g _t~ -~
"gang.lbuster:" in · th1,.:lr v e- t:: y,. , State ~d shall remain·. _._ .until .
striking: :r~d . and_: wbite dre!1$~S'.
year, .• · . . . ..G~EEK ,SONG - IFSC orgaiusation1~· ' . "-: .._.:_; •• . , ·~-: ?·
'J.
.,,,. •
they . certainly had .e.ve~yon~ . 1966 !

a'~c~pt hej,s

ne:x't
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Sound
More Fact
To the E ditor :
in answer to Mr. Hovance's
and Mr . Castucci's letters in
the March 23rd issue of t h e
Independent, Sigma Beta Tau
has the following to say:

Sigma Beta Tau had and will
continue to support I.F .S.C . in
their ventures . This can readily be seen by the assistance
give11 to Mr. Ho va nc-e in his
capacity as I.F.S.C.
Pres. ,
when he needed it , for the I.F.S.C. Dance. In fact, Mr. Hovance thanked the Pres. of Sigma Beta Tau, P l;l.ul Di Carcia,
for his support at a m ee ting
of Presidents and I.F.S.C. Representatives. This is Sigma
B eta Tau 's basic policy.
Co.1cerning the specifics of
the two letters Sigma Beta Tau
off'.'! rs to th<..· readzrs the foll owing FACTS.
In Paul Di Carci a 's letter to
the editor he stated that Tau
had challenged Chi four ( 4 )
times to play basketball .
In the next edition of the Independent the following quotations appeared. First by Mr.
Hovance, Exec. Sec. of Sigma
Theta Chi.
"In ord '.'! r that I might enlighten the reader, as to t h e
s tand that the Brothers of Chi
have taken I include the reply
sent to Tau aftc:: we rec eived
our ,only challenge and m us t
emphatically ,1ote ONLY because the;:· e was only O N E
CHALLENGE. "
Second by Mr.
Castucci
Pres. of Sigma Th('ta Chi.
'
"In his next breath, he states
his fraternity has c;rnllenged
Sigma Theta Chi in basketball.
Should not ALL participate?
EACH TIME our fraternity
was challenged, we answer-ed
by statin~ we would play if all
the fraternities could participate." (Sigma BE-ta Tau's capitalization).
Now it would certainly appear tllat Mr. Hovance a n d
Mr. Castucci did not c o n f e r
before publishing their letters,
and WE: (Sigma Beta Tau )
would like to enumerate t h e
four challenges and the persons involved.
No. 1. William Gargiles, as
spokesman for Sigma B e t a
Tau, approach ed Al Wishna,
Vice Pr-es. of Sigma Theta Chi
to attempt to organize a basketball game.
No. 2. Paul Di Carcia, P r es.
of Sigma Beta Tau, approached Al Wishna, Vice. Pres. of
Sigma Theta Chi to attempt to
organize a basketball game.
No. 3. Paul Di Carcia, Pres.
of Sigma BE-ta Tau approached Angelo Castucci, Pres. of
Sigma Theta Chi to attempt to
organize a basketball game.
A short time later Mr. Castucci told Mr. Di Carcia that
Mr. Hovance would arrange
the scheduling of a basketball
game.

Mr. Di Carcia and Mr. Gargiles checked with Mr. Zweidinge_r for permission to use the
gyrri, and Mr . Sullivan and Dr.
Errington to act as referees.
When three dates (in order to
givJ Sigma Theta Chi the i r
choice) had been sele~ted , Mr.
Di Carcia approac hed Mr. H ovance.
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No . 4. Paul Di Carcia, Pres.
of Sigma Beta Tau approached Mr. Ho vance to attempt to
organize a basketball game.
(Up to this point there had
been no m 211tion from Sigma
Theta Chi of any other frate r n ity nor any mention of a11
I.F.S.C . Round-Robin to Mr.
Di Carcia).
Mr. Hovan ce took the three
dates and said he would return
with an answer.
In the interim, Charles Messina, Sigma Beta Tau 's I.F .S.C.
Rep. informed Pres. Paul Di
Carcia that Nu Sigma Phi had
been suggesting , a,1d did suggest, in a meeting consisting
of Nu Delta Pi's I.F.S.C. Rep .,
Nu Sigma Phi' s I.F.S.C. Rep.,
Sigma Beta Tau' s
I.F.S.C.
R E.•p., and Sigma Theta Chi's
I.F.S.C. Rep . along with Mr.
Hova,1ce, P r2s . of I.F.S.C. , the
idea of a Rount-Robin.
(We ask the reade r , whether
he or she is in a Gre2k or ganization or !1ot, if that is their
conception of what an IntraFraternity - Sorority - Council
is).
We further submit that it has
bee,, the tr adition concerning
Gre 2k athletics. that the fraternities would challenge one anoth er and in the end result there
would be ONE victor. This is
what a Round-Robin consists
of, the only difforence b 2 i n g
that it was done by tl1e individual groups rather than I.F.S.C.
Therefore the idea of quoting Mr. Di Carcia to give the
impression that he, Mr. Di
C o r c i a, did not want ALL
groups to participate is a misrepresentation of facts. For we
further submit, how is it possible to claim the
Greek
"championship" if a fraternity
has not playE·d or offered to
play ALL of the fraternities on
campus.

On Behalf ...
To the Editor:
On behalf of .the Negro race,
I would like to take this time
to thank the three professors
and fiv e students who risked
their lives in Selma, Alabama
to help in our struggle f o r
freedom and equality .
All of their speeches at the
assembly program were so insp1nng, and I am well aware
of each situation they described.
One thing for sure, with people like them and the 01any
other whites on our side, we
won't have to wait another
hundred years to be free.
May God bless all of them .
Mrs. Mary H. Cato
Business Office
Newark Sta te College

Human Concern
To '.the Editor :
In my reading of Beyond
the Chains o f Illusion by Erich
Fromm, I became imp1 •essed
by a statement which seems
to be so appropriate at this
time. "The more insane and
dehumanized this world of ours
seems to become, the more
may an individual feel the ne,ed
of being together and of working together with men and women who share one's human
concerns." It's food for thought
for those who haven't alr•eady
been thinking along this same
line.
Eileen Pietro

My Gratitude

To the Editor:
Dear Joe, Bob, Ernie. B ill,
Don, D,: . Ostrovsky, Dr. A llen,
Mr . Jone:s,
I was ·there with you today;
feeling the thud of a trooper's
stick, rece1vmg the "hate
stare," singing in the blistering heat of an Alabama sun . ..
To you - who were w is e
enough to watch the children
What did seem odd is that in their unrestricted exuberance; to you - who appreciatNu Sigma Phi was the fraternity to suggest a Round-Robin ed the depths of songs chanted
basketball tournament w h en ? capella; to you - who found
that very same fraternity re- no words for thank you upon
fused to play Sigma Beta Tau receipt of humble gifts of lodgin Football. Nu Sigma Phi does ing and some last morsels of
not seem to be consistent in food; to you - who needed no
their athletic urges. (We leave phrases to verbalize hackeneythe reader to their obvious ed expressions of brotherhood:
,to you - I offer my gratitude
conclusions).
for sharing your momentous
It was not until after Mr. Di trip to Selma. The tribute we
Corcia's letter was printed in gave was our awed si1'ence, yet
th€ Independent that the I.F .- I know you did not venture
S.C. was apprised of THEIR South in order to reap praises
decision by Sigma Beta Tau's upon your return. Your decialternative representative.
It sion to go was made out of
was at this time that the I.F.- spontaneous concern. I can onS.C. in its entirety voted to ly say you have lived this folset-up the R ound-Robin basket- lowing piece of Philosophy :
"If we have ,t riumphed over
:~all tournament.
evil,
It seems the letter that Mr.
It is because a few have
Di Carcia wrote at least acdared to walk ahead in the
complished setting up a defisun."
nite date, and we sincerely
Humbly thank the I.F.S. C. for their
Harriet Benjamin
help. (Had it been left up to ·
Class of 1965
the would-be acceptors of th e
challenge we would have played basketball next football season. As it is the games a re
scheduled to be played during
CARNIVAL
baseb all season).
We sincer ely 'hop!:! I.F .S ..C.
will take into co!lsideration in
the future the var ious athle:tic
"1984''
seasons that are set-up and ar~
range the games to be played
in as close a proximity of each
season as pos·sible.
·

· (-:·April 30, May 1, 2

The B rothers of
Sigma Beta Tau
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Men's Donn To Be
Dedicated To
Late President
One of the highlights of the
1965
Homecoming
program
,vill b e the d edication of the
men's residence hall. N ewark
State College ' s first men's residence hall will be named in
,honor of the late Dr. J ohn B.
Dougall . Dr. Dougall was the
President of Newark St ate
College from 1944-1950.
Members of Dr. Dougal's
family as we as alumni and
-other guests will participate in
the formal ceremonies. The dedication d'f Dougall Hall w i 11
begin at 2:00 P.M. on Saturday , May 1. Following the dedication ceremony will be a
tour of the Hall. Mr. Gene Petrosky, faculty advisor, is coordinating arrangements f o r
the dedication and tour with
the Alumni Homecoming Committee.

Ugliest Eincee
To Be Selected
During Carnival
Kathy Bennett '65, entertainment chairman of the carnival, has an nounced the establishment of an "UGLY EMCEE" contest to be held during Carnival weekend. Several
Newark Staters have volunteered to act as emcees for
the various activities at th-2
C a r n i v a 1. Precious to the
weekend, these contenders will
design masks for the eV'.=ntUGL Y masks . . .
These
prominent
"faces"
will be well - publicized before
and during the weekend. The
contest is modeled on the WMCA "good guy" idea. Students
will have an opporunity to cast
their votes for the ugliest emcee at the Carnival Store. Each
vote must be accompanied by
-a PENNY. The emcee with
the most pennies toss-ed in his
name will win the title.

P eace Corps
(Continued from page 5)

are not frightened or repelled
by ways of life and standards
vastly different from t h e i r
own.
One intern is a graduate of
Dartmouth. Other universiti'es
represented in the program are
Bowdoin, Stanford and Harvard. There can be little question that people with this type
of background are potentially
a great asset to not only American education, but community development and social work
as well. Culture jumping is as
valuable at home as it is
abroad.

On Thursday April 22, 1965
the Newark State Science Organization will have a lecture
by Mr. Wagner of Newark
State College. This lecture will
be presented in Room Bl04
from 10-11 A.M.
All students
and faculty
members ai·-= welcome.
Attention Food LoveTs
Please submit, in writing,
any comments, criticisms , or
suggestions concerning f o o d
services on campus to the Stud•ent Council Food Committee
through mail box 228 .

T wo additional scholarships
that will be awarded th is
spring as announced recently
by Mrs . Clare Davies, Financial Aid Counselor: (1 ) New
Jersey Fed-eration of Business
and
Professional
Women 's
Clubs, Inc . This scholarship of
$250.00 is awarded to a woman
who has exhibited high scholarship and purpose in her college work. (2) N•=wark State
College Staff Association Scholarship. This scholarship of
$100.00 is awarded to a freshman, sophomore or junior on
the basis of scholarship an d
professional promise .
Prefessor
Howard F. Didsbury, J r . will sr-•- =ak on " T h e
Crisis in Vietnam" in the East
Room , Tuesday, April 20, at
10 a .m . The speaker will be the
guest of the N.S. R epublican
Club .
The Students for a Democra1,_ic
Society will
sponso r a
March on Washington To End
the War in Vietnam on April
17. The Students for a Democratic Society believe that the
tim•e for negotiation of peace in
South Vietnam is now. The
cost of the one day trip to
Washington
via
chartered
buses which will leave Pen nsylvania Station in Newark at
7 a.m. on April 17 is approximately $5.50. If you are inter•
ested in participating in the
march contact Joy Magezis,
mailbox 937 .
·
A Student Teaching notebook
was lost recently in the Placem ·ent Office by Elaine Krampf.
Anyone finding it is requested
to return, mailbox No. 365.
Poetry Reading : Dr. Edwin
Thomason , Little Theatre, College Center, 8 :00 p .m., admission free.
Modern Dance Teehnique
Classes Continuing Through
May 3
Mondays - 4:00-5:30 p.m.
April 19 - Guest teacher-Kath1:een Hinni
26 - Guest teacher-Lilly
Schrager
May 3 - Guest teacher-L i 11 y
Schrager

of the

Males and Females, students, staff faculty - If you
want to try som•e thing n e w ,
this is a good opportunity. You
might enjoy this activity. It's
also great for the figur e!

" K NIT KNOOK"

$2000 Collected

-

Complete line of quality ·
yarns and accessories

(Continued from page 1)

-

Priced for the student
(and Faculty) budget.

-

10% discount to first l<>Q
students and faculty
purchases
'
FREE INSTRUCTIONS

-

ANNOUNCING GRAND OPENING

-

159 Elmora Ave., Elizabeth .
Lorraine Chrobak, prop:

line , and this was granted, with
the stipulation that all monies
gathered up to that point be
· remitted to the Carnival directors on April 9.

The proceeds of each. group's
ads, boosters, buttons, tickets
to the · dan ce, and profi.ts from
the booth, will be t-i:>taled to deter mine the grou p . th at contributed t h e ·most. m oney ·- toward~" =
the carn ival.
·- "· -
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Sound a nd Fury
dren led three of u s to the almost barren room. W-e did
To i~ Editor:
have access to a bathroom and
A dancer of rare b eauty and hot running water. The first
highest skill came to our cam- thing we did was to brush our
pus! For one hour on March teeth a nd get washed. Need22, Miss Maya Kulkarni d anc- less to say, the thirty hour bus
ed several of the traditional trip left much to be desired .
dances of her country, India.
Several bugs, large a nd small
Introduced by Professor Res- shared the bath with us. It still
nick of the Department o f seemed far better t h an sleepHealth and Physical Educa- ing out in the cold, just like
tion, Miss Kulkarni displayed Stokes in March.
the virtuosity which earr.,ed for
I took a picture of the kids,
her the title "Official S t a t e and then a-r m in arm we walkD-incer of India. "
ed across the str-eet to B rown's
The persons who attended Chapel. Color,ed and w h i t e
the performance in the Little folk were sitting on the front
Theater-'.30 or so students, 5 steps talking quietly. A couple
faculty members, 2 camera- of troopers sat in their parked
men and 15 neighborhood chilcars on the opposite sid•e of the
dren - greatly enjoyed and ap- street. Most of the people and
preciated the performance.
patrols, (army and national
Phyllis F . Kavett
guard inclusive) were across
Department of Mathematics the Alabama River Br id g e
with marchers. Loretta, Earl
and I walked over to the 1st
elma Revisited
Baptist Church, where lunch
was being served. Priests, minTo the Editor:
isters, rabbis, teachers, YanThis is an attempt to give
kee and Southern students sat
you as clear a picture of the
situation here in Selma as pos- around wooden tables eating
southern fried chicken. Lined
sible. I purposely took the trip
around
th-e walls of the room
to Selma alone, so as not to
be influenced by any emotion- were cartons of tomato · and
al overtones that a group could beef soup, bread, Pet milk, veproduce. Dressed in a green getables and bags of potatoes
all donated by interested organsuit and heels, I ca·rried a
ization s. In an adjoining
small suitcase
and camera.
The trip down to Birmingham room, calls were coming in
was enjoyable and stimulating. and tapes were mad·e of peoThe Southern people
were ple who had just r.e turned
friendly and likeable. Na one from the march.
As I walked around, I noticconsidered me a demonstrator. I was a single girl on her ed a sign "Volunteers wanted
way south to visit fictitious re- in Press Room." Now I am aclatives. It wasn't until I was tively engaged in a small part
on the announced trip to Sel- of this existing situation. Finma from Birmingham, that I ished typing a list of some of
began to feel alone and be- thoe main figures in today's
came susp icious of people. march, Rev. M.L. King,· the
Within two and a half hours, grandfather of the l ate Jimmy
I was standing in a p h o n e Jackson, and several m ore
booth in an integrated Grey- clergy. Another list typed was
hound station, calling the SC- that of the names of thos·e paLC at Brown's Chapel. A Ne- pers and television stations regro voice asked if I was alon'e, presented in Selma. Among the
and then said people would be presses represented are: The
there to pick me up . I looked French News Agency, De:h:oit
around the station, excusing Free Press, Houston Chronimyself as I passed both white cle, Honolulu Star Bulletin,
magazines,
and negroes, afraid to speak Lif'e and Look
more than a gr·eeting to either. New Yc-;-:k Times, Newark
Five minutes passed and a Ne- News, B oston Herald, Chicago
gro lad was at the door, "Are Papexs, Paris Match. Also, · reyou the girl that called?" I presented are the Norw-egian
didn't look back to catch any Broadcasting Co., NBC, and
mixed expressions. At the car, CBS, and about thirty o th er
I met both the Negro woman papers from Maine to Florida
driv er and the lad. They were across the coast and over to
pleased that I had come. We parts of Europe .
News to date:
drove a few blocks into the Negro section of Selma. I had neTonight, 300 . marchers a r e
ver been in the minority be- camping out ten miles south of
fore. Many men, women and Selma
toward Montgomery .
children greeted me with a Th-ere are foot and car patrols
warm smile. I walked into the in the area watching for ''•r edroom
called
Headquarters. necks" as the Southern white
There , among str·ewn sleeping is referred to.
bags, piled luggage and reclinHere in the press room is a
ing Yankee and Southern Ne- receiver picking up all the
gro youths, was a table with calls from the walkie talkies
carefully printed registration .1 of the night patrols. Ov.er the
slips. Name, address, date of receiver case in white letters:
arrival. date
of depadure,
''The color of my skin is my
pt';•:£ on to contact i:n case of cage."
emergency. No one talked about
In the hall of the 1st Baptist
the march that had already Church, every pew is occupied
been going on for two hours. by
sleeping
demonstrators.
A Negro boy talked with his The hallways are lined with
girlfriend. A man, with h eavy sleeping bags. There 's a sign
boots, ski jacket and hunter's on one of the exits to the press
hat, talked to his wife b a ck room. "Please don't open this
home .I caught only the l a s t door. " One quick look through
foew words, "Don't ask me the narrow opening •r eveals the
again; I wouldn't be h ere if I many silent demonstrators lindid n't think it w as right!" Two ed up against the door in sleep.
ministers came in and checkDownstairs, coffee boils 24
ed out of 4C, the home of Ne- hours a day. Several whites
gro reside nts . We had arrived and Negroes have gathered
before the 3,000 marchers re- and are talking the night away .
turn'cd and fortunately got the I ncidents that don't reach OUl'.
room.
h ome papers:
The home is one of the red
One of t h e press fellows, a
brick d wellii;i.gs I s_aw in t hose . student at F ordham, walked a
slides'· at ' Newarlc- S tate. · T he
(Continued on page 10)
owner ,aud four of his • te n chil-

Unheralded

I NDEPENDENT

New Curriculun1
Gives Electives
To Sophs of '68
Mr. Wesley P . Daniels, R egistrar, has announced a curriculum change
concerning
the Class of 1968 . The change,
approved by the faculty o n
March 3, allows the current
freshmen class, next
year'
sophomores, an option in th e
Social Sciences.
Members of the Class of 1968
in the fo llowing curricul a will
be given the choice of several
courses offered under Social
Science General Education. GE
EC, FA, Eng. and MR majors
have two principal options in
lieu of the presently req uired
U.S. History 203-204.
The two options are:
(1) U.S. History may be taken in two of the three courses,
SS 205 U.S . History 1492-1828,
SS 206 , U.S. History, 19th Century; or SS 207, U.S. History,
20th Century. Social Science
majors will be required to
complete all three courses.
(2) Social Science General
Education requirements may
be met by taking six semester
hours withh1 any of the following sets, A through D:
A) SS 37t. Government or SS
472 Economics and SS 453 Contemporary American Issue s
B) SS 271-272 History of Far
Eastern Civilization
C) SS 429 -430 Latin American History.
D) SS 221-222 American Civilization
Mr. Danids noted that stu
dents will take six hours in
a particular field (1) or (2)
and will not be permitted to
split between these two broad
categories. He further noted
that the3e options do not apply
to Math., I.A. , Sci. junior majors.
The Registrar suggested that
"this year 's freshmen make
these c h o i c e s during the
spring, consulting with advisors in the department in Social Science if this is necessary, in preparation for the
possibility of pre-registration
in May or J m1e."
This curriculum c h a n g e
marks the first time an elective system is being offered
on the sophomore level.

Political Fray
(Continued from page 1)

Other candidates •from the
Class of 1967 are Paula G i 11,
Isabelle McDade, Edward Schwartzbac;_h, Powell Saks, Bethanie Bauchner, Alan B a r r ,
Cheryl D ay, J oyce Rodsky,
John Berardo, Joseph Maccia,
Ina-Sue Kamerman, Raymond
Tarella, John Campbell, Richard Davidson,
Lynn Patterson, and Elaine Melillo.
Other candidates from the
Class of 1968 are Fred Hansen,
B arbara Spiel, Ellen Rozyla,
Christina Starbala, Th o m a s
Kapter, Susan Young, E 11 en
Gould , Helen Gelband, J ames
Kennedy ,
Sunny
Kimowitz,
Carrol Rossi, Lawrence D. Cullen.

P eace Corp
Volunteer on

Campus Thursday
April 15
.GQJJege ~~nter
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VietNarnPolicySparks
March on Washington
A group of Newark State
College faculty and students
will join thousands of ot h er
Americans in a march on
Washington on Saturday, April
17, 1965. The purpose of t h e
march is to call for an end to
the war in Vietnam.
L eaders of the march state:
"The curr,e nt war in Vietnam
is being waged , in behalf of a
succession of unpopular South
Vietnamese dictatorships, not
in behalf of freedom. No American - supported South V i e t namese regim•e in the p a s t
few years has gained the support of its people , for the simple reason that the people overwhelmingly want peace, selfdetermination, and the opportunity for development. American prosecution of the war has
deprived them of all three.
The war is fundam•entally a
civil war. It is a losing war.
It is a self-defeating war."
Supporting the belief that "It
is a dangerous war," the Students for Democratic Society
have stated,
"Every passing month of
hostilities increases the rush of
America escalating and widenir g the war. Since the '50s
U .S.-trained South Vietnamese
commando teams have b e e n
pen'etrating North Vietnam,
considerable
provoking
the
North Vietnamese. We a 11
know of the presence of Am erican destroyers in the Tonkin
Gulf, a body of water surrounded on three sides b y
North Vietnamese and Chines-e
territory. And now American
planes regularly bomb targets
in Laos and North Vietnam.

C.U.E. Supports
(Continued from page 1)

State College outlined the problem for the representatives
and requested N.S.A. support
for the program.
During the months from
September to D ecember the
two students worked gathering
information on the financial
problems facing New Jersey
institutions of higher educati011 and compiled a 20 page
report entitled "Higher Education in New Jersey - A Student View."
The C.U.E. report discloses
that New Jersey is the "sixth
richest state in the nation, but
only forty-seventh in per capita expenditures to higher education ." According to the findings of the Committee, "in the
next five years some 20,000
high school graduates will find
no room at the public institutions in New Jersey and no
room at the public and private institutions outside the
state, unless drastic action is
taken now."
The proposed C.U.E. solution to the problem is a broad
based tax on either or b o t h
state sales or personal incomes. Also, according to the
'Strayer Repod, "if facilitie s
are to be provided, s ufficient
to carry the increased enrollments, it will be desirable to
make available capital· funds
of approximately "27 million
annually for a five year period :"

How calm would the Un i t e d
States be if Cuban ~ommandoes were being sent into Flor ida,
Galveston
were being
bombed, and Chinese sh i ps
were "guarding" Cape Cod
Bay?"
"It is a highly immoral war.
The signs are p lain that Americ ans
are increasingly
disaffected by this state of a f fairs. To draw together, ex•
press, and -enlarge the nu m ber of these voices of protest,
and to make this sentiment
visible, Students for a D em'ocratic Society (SDS ) is calling
for a

MARCH ON WASHINGTON
TO END THE WAR
IN VIETNAM"

The Committee of Faculty
and Students from NSC who
will participate in the march
urge the participation of all
those who agree with u s that
the war in Vietnam injures
both Vietnamese and Americans, and should be stopp·ed.
The March, to be held on
Saturday, April 17, 1965, will
include
a picketing
of the
White House, a march down
the Mall to the Capitol Building to pres'E'nt a statement to
Congress, and a meeting with
both student and adult speakers. Senator Ernest Gruening
of Alaska and j ournalist I. F.
Stone have alr•eady agreed to
address the body.
Chartered buses will leave
from Penn sta tion, Newark, at
7 a.m. Round trip fair is approximately $5. 00 . Participants
are asked to bring their o w n
sandwich lunches. Buses w i 11
also be leaving from N e w
Brunswick. NSC college s tu dents interested in participating are being urged to contact
Gerri Jachim and Sue Perlgut,
at the SCATE Office, and faculty are being asked to c o n.
tact Dr. Robert Allen, D r .
Altena, Mrs. Cynthia Oppenheimer, Dr. Everett Ostrovsky
or Mr. Jim Day.
The NSC Committee states
that only through the participation of many students and
faculty can this effort become
a success. They feel in P resident Johnson's words th a t
"This is no time for men of
knowledge
and learning
to
stand apart from thoe battle; to
be aloof from the fight for a
better world".
ment and individual c ampus
committees will be formed. It
will be the purpose of these
committees to inform the students of their campus of the
condition of higher education
in the state.
The C.U.E. campaign w i 11
continue through the summer
and heighten its activities prior to the gubernatorial an d
legislative elections . The members of C.U.E. hope that, as a
result of the campaign, aid to
'higher education will be major election issue this fall .

The Committee for ·• undergraduate Education is presentr
ly composed of delegates from
16 New J -e rsey colleges1 which
have a gr eed to suppo~t the
movement. Voting is d oiie proportionately,- with each'. mem. D uring the . month of April,
c ollege_ stu dents
throughout ber c'ol!ege allotted one · vote
the s ta te will be- ·e ncouraged to per ·oi1e ·· thousand day ·- underparticipate -in t h e C.U. E .- move-! gradua te students.
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Seminars & Travel
(Continued fr om P age 5)

caused· some girls to gaze at
him rather than at the text
during h is Shakespeare lectur es. The party is held in the
lovely room presented to the
college to commemor ate th -e
500th anniversary of the foundation and therefore called the
Quincentenary .Room.
After dinner you stroll off
with som e of your new friends
for another look at Oxford. You
wind up at The Turf, where all
of Li11coln College students and
faculty, have already gathered
-a round the tables . How did
they make their way so quickly through those alleys? Before you know it , the time has
come to go back to Lincoln .
Don ' t dawdle on the way, because the college gates close
at eleven a nd you are too newly arrived to know how to g et
in through the churchyard or
to be sure which are the windows which open on friendly
rooms.
Next day you swing into the
pattern which you will follow
from Monday through Friday
for the three weeks of the seminar : mail and announcements a t breakfast, a q u i c k
briefing in the Juni or Common
Room, a m -eeting with your tutor. Your "specialized seminar" is Art a nd Architecture,
and your tutor is Mr. Dickinson, member of the Ministry
of Works, Fellow of the Royal
Societ~, of Archaeology, and
the most beloved tutor on the
staff.

T H E

I .N D E P E N D E N T

Federal Grant Augments
Special Education Funds
F ive grad uate fellowships at the masters level and six senior
year undergrad u ate traineeships are to be awarded by Newark
Stat e for work in the field of mental r etardation for the sch ool
term of September, 1965 to August, 1966. T he awards are financed by grants from the United St ates Department of Education .
President
Eug€ne Wilkins
announced that these grants _ the field of mental retardation.
were given to Newark State
This is the se.::ond year that
due to the "outstanding work Newark State has been the rewe have done in the field of cipient of a g r ant for the field
the handicapped." D r. Wilkins
of m ental retardat on. T he coladded that the grants are part lege is also the r-e cipient of a
of a progra mof the Federal
gran t for a gradu ate fellowgovernment to give aid to ar- ship in the field of speech.
eas wthich havE:.· been neglectSeton Hall University is the
ed, namely, mental retarda- only other institution in the
tion.
United States to receive msuc
The graduate fellowships will
a grant.
be award ed to fiv e matriculated students f r full time work
at Newark State toward the
Masters Degree . Juniors may
(Continue d from page 1)
apply to Dr. Edward Lacr osse
of the Special Education De- financial loss and legal L iabiity
partment for the u11dergraduty."
Junior Class President
ate traineeships to be awarded
Joe Hasuly seconded the moto six xsenior year stude,1ts in
ti-on and it passed by a clear
you and a couple of oth ers lend majority.

Drop Hazing
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IFSC Requests
Donations for
Carnival Booth

Coaches Reveal
State College
All-Star Team

The Interfraternity Sorority
Council of Newark State College is sponsorin g a " White
Elephant" sal e at the 1965 Carnival. D on ations will be -collected in the hall of the College
Center, near the Alumni
Lounge, from April 12 to April
28. A nd WHAT can be donated?
The INDEPE NDE NT is giving
up its
(cherished)
Chinese
Checkers board - and that 's
just one genero us, !Practical
example.

by J er sey City State's Charlie
B r own, a three t ime selection,
the · 1965 New J ersey State College Confer en ce all-star basketball team picked by t he conference c o a c·h e s was released
today.

According to I. F .S.C., a.11
items should be marked with
the name of the organization or
person making t he donation. A
special booth at the carnival
will be provided to a u ction off
these precious valuables. The
auctione er will be none other
than the President of the Interfraternity Sorority. Council Joe Hovance.

Veep Races End

her a hand b r inging in the tea.
In r e gards to the Student
( Continued from p age 1)
There is a crowd around the files, which are presently kept
porter's lodge when you get ' on a p ersonal basis by th e
The complete results of the
off the bus. The schedule has
elections, in which less than
Cou11sE:ling service , Vice-P rebeen posted. Your next trip sident G•:illo inform ed Com1cil
1000 students cast their votes,
will be to Blenheim Palace,
is a s follows :
that Dr. Angers, director of the
about ten miles away, wher e
Counseling Service, is present· Student Organization
after a visit to the house a11d ly orga,1izing a faculty comthe gardens , you'll walk to the
mittee to look into the quesP :-esident - Al Record ; Vice little churchyard of Bladen to tion of the effectivenes s of the
President - Frank Nero; Secstand by the grave of your felstudent file. Dean Samenfeld , retary - Annette Bruno; Assislow-citizen, Winston Churchill. who communicatd this infortant Secretary - Martha WilliA few days hence you w ill Next Sunday the trip to Stone- mation to Mr . Grillo, also adda ms; Treasurer - Pat McNa
be conferring with him about henge is scheduled and you'll ed fo e fact that Dr. Angers
mar a; Assistant Treasur er
would like an ad hoc student Eile en O'Shea.
the paper you must write, and find yourself in the presence of
a past so re mo t e that 1492 committee to h elp discuss the
you will k11ow that you are in
Class of 1966
the hands of the kindest but seems like y est erday. T he
situation.
dates
for
the
Shakespeare
M r . Don Merwin , repr esentmost discerning of critics.
President
Vic Z arzychi;
A t eleven there is the first plays at Stratford are also ing the Social Committee, Vice-President - J ohn Gluck;
posted and you realize w i t h
of the daily "general lectures."
came before . Cou,1ci1 with a
Corresponding Secretary - Ka
satisfaction that your visit proposal d e aling with the pro- thy Sena; Recording Secretary
Today Mr. Peterson of the Oxthere is "all in" - (the British blem of cloak-room thefts a t
ford Institute of Education is
Anne Monisera ; Treasurer way of saying that thei-e's no many social fu nctions . The
talking about the British school
Pat Larkin.
cost to you) . On Thursday,
proposal contained suggestions
system, and at last you know
Class of 1967
why an E n g 1 i s h "public you'll visit schools : an i11fant to set up a checl{ room in the
school" is a private school. On school, a junior school, as ec- college ce,1ter, to have som e
P resident - Bill Vesey ; Vice
ondary modern, and a gram- financial means for running
latei- days Mr. Shelton will talk
President
- Dine Malka; Coron the scientific attitude; Dr . mar school. Saturday morning this checkroom, and to investi- re3ponding Secretary - R u t h
those
who
are
interested
may
gate further the possibility of Gorman ;_ Recording Secreta r y
B elth of Queens College, FlushCouncil,
ing, USA, will discuss existen- attend the court of Quarter such a v_ e n t u r e.
- Jane Zaremba; Treasurer through a motion by Walter
tialism; the Cultural Attache Sessions s etting in the T own .
Maryanne Caruso.
One unhappy thought arises . Boright, gave Mr. Merwin
of the French Embassy w i 1 1
Class of 1968
and his Committee the "gree,1
;present current trends in the When are you going to do the
work for your paper? Well, light" to continue th eir investiliterature of his country; sculpPresident - Joe Murray; Vic e
you cannot · start now, because
g a tion. regar ding this proposal.
tor Ben Franklin and painter
President
~ Carl Stafford; Corit's
nearly
dinner
time.
At this point in the meeting ,
.Joseph Acheson will talk on
responding Se .::r etary
Fr a n
their special areas of the arts;
Mr. Grillo ha11ded the gavel to
"Going down to the D e e p
c i n e Lewis ; Recording Secr e
Student Organization SecretaTom Fletcher will demonstrate
Hole?" You follow your inter tary - Linda Levy; T reasurer
ry, Carol Williams , in order
E uropea11 folk music, and on .
rogator through the door beTerry Campbell.
one g r a n d and glori'Ous evethat h e might have the floor
hind the great hall. You a.re
ning Queen's Counsel William
to - sp eak to council a s a votin the crypt ·o f St. Mildred's
ing member. Mr. _Grillo then
M-ortlake will make
merry
church which was torn down in
went on to describe to com1cil
with divorce laws around the
the 1400's so that the college
his suggestion. t o abolish hazworld. Finally on the last day,
might be built on its· site. Mike
three weeks hence, Dr. Crowe
ing. M T. Gr illo stated that af(•Continued from p age 3 )
the barman is ready to serve
ter much thought on the subwill p ull togeth er these r i ch
good t o excellent. Very little
you your sherry, your gin-andject, and after conferring with
and varied threads in his wonbook r epair was needed. The
l emon, or-if you must have it
a number of h1dividuals, as
derful summation of "The Eustory
books were do1:1ated t o
Your coke , wifa the blessing of
ropean Inheritance. " With this
chairman of th e hazing comSCATE and th e remainder of
"The College of the Bless ed
mittee he would seriously rebackground, your travel will
Mary an.d All sah ts, Lbcoln,
the books will be shipped . to
comm~nci that hazing as well
be not just a sightseeing tour
in the/ University ~f Oxford."
.
Alabama
.
b u t a real exper ience i,1 living.
as senior court be abolished .
After dinner : "Are you goMr. Gr illo's suggestion w as
Arlene Schaefer, Vice-PresiGetting hungry? Lunch is ing to the play in the garden
met with surpr ise by council
dent
of Delta Sigma Pi and
at
St.
J
oh,1's?"
"
H
ow
abo
u
t
next. At 2 P .M. the bus is at
since they were not aware of
c o n c e r t at
Oriel?"
the gate to take you 011 your the
chairman
of the book drive
the seriousness of the situafirs t field trip with Mr . D ick-· "There's an American movie
said,
"
I
appreciate
the student
t ion. After some d iscussion
foson. T oday it' s the little vil- down town. Want to come?"
questioning the fe asibility of
body ' ~ effort in collect in g and
]age of Th ame. You see th e
" The gang is gathering in my
dropping it entirely, M iss P att
bringing the books to school.
market place and t h e market room absout nin e. B ring some Carney ( ' 66) moved that t h e
I
know the books will be used
h ouse
with
village
offices
th ing -and come." You decid~
entire matter -be tabled u ntil
a b o v e the
sheltered space to s tud y tonight.
T·omorrow
m ore research 'is d one on the · for a s ignifican t purpose-aidw here the women offer t heir evening the bus will be goi,1g
ing the lrnrn ing of a youngd esire of students as to th is
b utter; and .o t}1er perishables.
t o The Trout, the riverside inn
requ est. Com1cil then unani- ster ordina rily d eprived of the
· Wit h Mr. Dick inson you exa- at G odestow which opened its rho usly· acc~pted th is m otion
•ed ucation he d es_e rve s ."
-·mine -4i. d welling whose su cces- d oors in 1140. In the a fternoon
to table d iscussion.
s ive accretion s a n d r emodel- you want t o go pu nting on th e
i ~gs constitute a history of the river -they d o say that som e_ Mr . . Al R e.co.rd , P resiq. en tM iss An nette' Bruno, - Secred evelopment of family 1 if e
tir_nes _pe_o_ple go · oµ t iq a _p unt ·e lect - of Stude nt Orga·,1izat ion, : tar:r-efe c_t o f S,tudent Organiza. t hrou gh fiv e hundred -years. . to study . So off to y our -rooms · . spoke ·to· Council r.e garding the
tion, announ ced :that an orien- The v i,sit epd s w it h tea in the and Newton's - ~uro_pean ,_ i:,.~~ t:': p..o·l",i ci es · and . activ ities o f _
·
ta tio -s ession_ ·for . aspir a~ts·. to
village shop whos e p ro prie- ing ancf- -SCulpture: You ·rn-ig~t ;- C ,'[J ..E-: .J;Ie _.suggest ed . that all
-~
t
he .Qffic; --of ;·st:u~c11t · Coun.i::il.
. t r~ss· is so overwhelrried by t h e just · d r op ar ound later and -,- s ee , coµncil fake . gr eat ·· inter-es t in
repr:
e sentativ;e s :will:-b.e- ~eld.,on
arriva l of twenty p eople tha t_,....2i~· t12~ P'![~?' -~ -~2.,irl~:: ,..~ ·.;.~,: _thit 9r,e;~~a_ii.9n.

Service Drives

J oinin g B rown on the first
team were B obby Gleason o!
Montclair State, Skip J ohnson
of Trenton State, Ben O 'Neal
of J ersey City State a nd Steve
Clan cy of P aterson State.
The second unit picked by
the coaches includin g Stan
B ooth and D ale Colman of
Glassboro State, Al Leiter of
Newark State, G il Young of
Montclair State and Paul Yates
of J ersey City State.
B rown, a senior from Jersey
City (NJ ) and Gleason, a freshman from Jersey City (NJ )
were u nanimous selections for
the first team .
T he first team u nit is one of
the h ighest scoring fives ever:.
to be p icked: Clancy, a J unior
from Bloomfield (NJ ), who set
three N J SCC r.ecords in scoring, top the team with 274
points in 10 conference games
while Gleason had 215 points
in the same number of games.
Brown scored 205 p o in ts
while J ohnson, a sophomore
from L ambertville (NJ ), tallied 178 points. O'N eal , a senior from J ersey City (NJ ),
scored 160 points in ten games.
Clancy established three new
scoring marks during the 196465 season. His 274 points best
the old standard of 272 set by
Pete Capitano of Montclair
State while his mark of 100
field goal s erased a sec o nd
Capitano mark of 88 .
T he third record established
by Cl a ncy was highest average
in a season of 27.4 points pe r
game. Capitano h e 1 d the old
mark of 27.2 per game.

Selma R evisited
(Continued from P age 9)
fifteen - year - old Negro girl
back to her home two blocks
from here. H e was met by
three cars, all Sou th ern white
occupan ts. T he couple raced
all the way back to the- church
where they plan to stay u n til
daybreak.
I h aven ' t seen any _white
"redneck s" myself or heard
any of their mocking a n g r y
calls, yet I have taken caution walking to and fro in this
Negro community at night. I
don't want to bring back .a
sample of their treatment t o
Northern "nigger lovers."
Th-ere is a sense of f .e a_r
r un nin g through the veins of
many of the Northern w hites
d own h ere. The N egroes seem
braver and do walk a.rou nd
late at nigh t .
G etting m ail out to Selm a
· P ost is within w alking d istan ce
b ut t here _is a ch a nce o_f beir:ig
attacked by t he S o uther n
w h ites.
Alma Sinfocal
-·Monday, Apr il 12t h:
. · Mr. Grillo close°d-·- the , meet- ·
ing by announcing 'the· :next

.:b~:

.?n::.:~_prii't.~.

.°- lT! ~~tin.~ .. ~i~i
)ie}ci':
, 23 at 5,:00 ·,P,M.,t1ptereste-d :stu- ,,. ,
- deI:ltS· -.µ-e: i~ tea ·to_r,;~t;t ~n~+ , ,.,. : ·
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WRA
Coach Errington's
Gal-ery f
Baseball Outlook
by Lynne Richp,-ds
Cautious Optimis111
The baseball team at Newark State College has not exactly placed faar in the hearts
of their opponents in the last
two years v,ith their single victory in two seasons. The fortunes of the team might be -on
the way up this year. In an
intervi ew with Dr. Errington ,
this reporter was told that this
was one of the deepest squads
he had seen at this col!E.-ge. The
pitchmg is deep, the in field has
two men for each position, and
behind the plate the Squires are
two men dE;o zp . The only spot
that is short of s ubs is the
outfield where there are only
four men.
Pitching could be the strongest point on the sq_uad. The
Squires have 10 men with pitching experience. Jerry Styles,
who won the only game last
year, and Bill Grier, a jm1ior,
like Styles, who pitched some
fine ball last year will be the
mainstays. Senior Al Leiter,
may prove to be a pleasant
surprise; L- :::shmen Dan Beley, Richie
PJlinitza,
a nd
J ake Davis have shown some
potential, but they must be
tested und er fire. Dennis Scully, Joe Wolff , Bob Ganzer, and
Joe Valvanio round off the
squad.
The infield represe11ts a pleasant problem for Dr . Errington. There are at least two
capable i;nen at each position.
Three first-basemen, John Erb,
Tom Colia, and Ed Gallo, are
fighting it out for the star ti11g
spot. All three are lefties who
can handle the glove. Second
base finds another threesome
with John Bc.•_·ado, Dennis
Sc u 11 y, and Ira Weinstock
fighting it out. Shortstop will
be in the capable hands of
either Joe Tom asselli or Phil
Maraviglia. Both these boys
show good hustle and se€.'ffi to
have glue in their gloves.
Third base will go to Rich
Polinitza, Richie Emmons, or
Al Leiter all of whom h a v e
good arms and good glove s.
The catching should be more
than adequate with Bill Robertson, just a freshman, having the inside track at this
in the sport at Plainfield high
school and always managed to
hit around 300.
The outfield is not as deep
as the other positions but with
players like Bob Husk, Tom
Finnegan, Bob Derin, and Jerry Styles the job will be h1
good hands .
The season looks. like o n e
which will feature good pitch. ing and an air tight defense.
The big' question mark is the•
tJitting · and if it •is . anywher~
around average the. Squires
will wirr their share of games.
.l
sol ve
0 ne b oy ,_._w h o could. h e.1p

Tighter Frays Mark Second
Round of Intra-Greek·Ball
by Fred Hansen

Sigma B E.ta Tau Fraternity
broke open a close game at the
start of the second half and
then turned on the steam to
rout defending champs Sigma
Theta Chi, 77-53. Tau trailed
23-21 at the half, but scowj
ten straight points after intermission to take a lead they
never lost.
John: Mc Vey
streak with a
the 6'6" junior
fast baskets to
26-23. Al Leiter
poi,1t play and
out the streak
lead 31-23.

started the
foul and then
hit a couple of
put Tau ahead
hit on a three
McVey closed
to put Tau in

pa1·ed Tau with 17 points each,
as they both dumped thirteen
through in the seco,1d half.
Dennis C h i n c h a r add ed 11
points. Hustling Dave Chinchar
and Joh,1 Mury also played a ,1
outstanding all around game to
spark the Tau team.
INTRA-FRATERNITY
LEAGUE STANDINGS
Team

Sigma Theta Chi
Nu Sigma Phi
Nu Delta Pi
T au 90-Phi 17
Chi 75-Pi 23
Phi 51-Pi 47
Tau 77-Chi 53

W
1
1
0

L G.B.
1 1
1 1
2 2

Tau built the lead to 37-28
and then Chi made its last bid .
Frank Eskra hit a jumper and
Dave Graves tapp€.d in a missed shot cutting the gap to 3732. D ennis Chinchar i,1terrupted the streak with a set, but
Dave Graves' jumper cut the
gap to 39-34 and Chi was still
in the game.

Jimmy Baldwin led Chi . with
16 points while Dave Graves
with 12 and Ed Gallo with' 10
joined him in double figures .
Tau has 011ly to beat a game
but inexperienced Pi team to
claim the fraternity championship.

At this point Tau ra:1 off
sevrn straight for a 46-34 lead
lead and Chi could never get
cluser than ten. The s c o r e ·
we,1t to 48-38 and then Tau ra,1
off ten straight fa;· the sc.-.:ond
time in the half. With the score
58-38 the only object of interest left was what the f i n a 1
score would be.

The nightcap proved to be a
thriller as Nu Sigma Phi fraternity had to fight hard to
beat hustling Pi fraternity, 5147. Phi h:::ld the lead the entire
first half and for a good pa;·t
of the sec;-ond - half, before Pi
rallied to grab a 46-43 lead with
five minutes to go . At th i s
point, however, Phi scored 8
straight points and Pi fraternity's upset hopes we-re sma.shed.

The margin continued to
grow and when it reached 25
points at 69-44 Paul "Red Auerback" Di Carcia lit up the victory cigar. H e and everyone.
else knew it was all over .
J ohn McVey and Al Leiter

Doug Williams ' tap-i,1 started the streak and cut th:i gap
to one point, 46-45. Arnold Silverman hit a jumper for a 47-

Intra-Fraternity
INTRAMURALS

Continued from page 12)

John Ulickney paced th e
Sophs with 21 points, w hi 1 e
Matt Topeleski added 15, and
Dennis Scully threw in 10. Topeleski and Scully controlled
the boards for the sophomores
while Jay Spieler AND IZZY
Kalt played a fine defensive
game. For the freshmen, M y ron Kernyczny led the way
with 32 points, while Ken
Thompson helped off the back
boards. Congratulations to the
sophomore team on their victory, and just think, they will
all be back next year.
F

C

Frosh B

14

Kernyczny

Pt.

4 - 32

Roberts

3

0

6

Murray

0

1

1

Buttery

0

l

1

Thompson

2

1

5

Polonitza

o

1

1

Tamburello_

O O

O

19 . • 8 .46,.

Soph ·CK 1

at

C F

·~

Pt.

What does one regular season, one tourname;:it and one
championship game add up
to? The answer, thirty btramw·al basketball games, and a
championship team namely the
Sophomore C's.
The regular season winners,
Soph C, nipped tou1 11amc.-.1t
champions F iosh B f o r the
N.S.C. men's intramural basketball cham.Jionship. (see story
page 12).
The tournament saw the
Frosh B's trounce the Juniors,
ly squeak by a Dave Graves
and Al Barr led B squad of_
the Sophomore class. Myron
K ernyczny pumped in ninety
points in the three tourney
gamE.•3 to · le ad the Freshm.en.
Kernyczny finish ed the year
with 246 points for a 30.8 ~verage.
The- championship i g a m e
was ironic becau&e the Frosh
B:s had previously beaten ,-th
eventual champs by -th i r t y_
points. _But the C squad {ailc-d
tp :let this dampen their . spiFits
as they foµght to gai,:,i the title.
'
r
·
-----~

o o o

46 lead and Doug Williams hit
a free throw for a 48-46 margin.
Bob Husth cinched the game
by hitting the first of two free
throws and wh:::n he missed the
second John Campbell, one of
Phi's two 6-6 giants put in the
rebound for a 51-46 ma r gin.
John P ear closed out the scoring by hitting a free throw for
Pi and making the final 51-47.
Doug W,Hliarns, the ·o ther 6-6
giant, led P;ii with 21 points
and Arnold Silverman tossed
in 1-18. John Pear and Joh ,1
Uliehney scored all Pi 's points
getting 24 and 23 respectfully.
The excellent Powell Saks .Jailed to scorE.· but played an a lert game on defense and picked off several passes.

Coach Sullivan's
Links1nen's Hopes
Rest on Freshmen
With only two men b a c k
from last year's golf t e a m ,
Coach Bill Sullivan will b e
forced to relay on 5 freshmen
who are trying out for golf this
year . The returning yeterans
are K evin Tucker, who will be
on the team for the fourth
year, and Jim McCollough .
These boys will have to produce if the Squires are to have
a decent record . Of the freshmen Tom Buttery, who ha s
played some golf this year,
and Bob Atkins, who is brand
new at the sport, have shown
the most potential. Manny An,
tao, Larry Cullen, and J o h n
Slabinavinski fill out the squad .
One of the highlights of the
season will be the meet w i t h
Union Junior college, on April
19 . The meet will be held at
the Baltusrol Country C l u b ,
which is one of the finest in
the country . It is such a good
course that 3 U.S . opens have
been held there.
Coach Sullivan said , "Go 1 f
is a sport which demands a
great deal of practice, and the
boys are at it every day in
the gym. They haven't been outside yet because of Ure weather
and so they haven' t been able
to shoot a practice round ."
The coach did not make any
predictions about the season
and said he would have to wait
to see what develops.

GOLF SC H ED

-~

~

DATE

, f

OPPONENT

TIME PLACE

April

5

Bloomfield Cullege

2:00

Away

April

8

Union Junior College

2:00

Home

April 19

Union Junio.r College

2:00

Away

April 28

Montclair State College
and
Jersey City State College

2:00
Awa y
(Montclair)

April 29

May_

3

Ma ~~

•;"> ·

.
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The next big WRA-MAA
event was the Sadie Hawkin
Day Barn Dance . Girls, ha d
the excuse they've waited fQr
they found that fellow they had
been admiring from afar for
the past month and brought
him along for some fun . T he
dance was held on A p r i l 9
(Friday night) at 7:30 in the
Main Dining Room. Dance
were called by that great
master from
Stokes St a t e
Forest, Dick Pasvolsky. Ad mission was free. and so were
all the refreshments you could
eat and drink.
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Fresh:

March 9 was the beginning
of
badminton for the
third
triad . From 4-5 the gym was
alive with hard hitting badmin..;
ton rackets and flying shuttle~
cocks . Starting the week w e
return from vacation, badminton will be held from 4: 30 to
5: 30. Oncer there is an established number of girls, p,articipa ting teams will be set µp for
competition. If you would like
to spend a rewarding ' hour
playing an enjoyable g a m e ,
join us this Thursday a,t four ,
thirty.

NEWARK ST A TE COLLEGE

·

.

Two of the sports offered this
third are fencing a nd badmin+
ton. To further our goal of a
compe titi v e fencing te am , s i X'
WRA girls attended a fencin g
clinic at F airleigh Dickinson·
University, Teaneck.
G i r: ls
from other northern New J ersey
colleges also
benefited
from this activity. The rigo rous exercise was invigorating ,
but we were sorry we had eaten so much of those refreshments ea rlier. Two Olympic
fencers, one Denise O'Connor ,
gave us a rundown on the p1·esent and future of fencing in
our state and country, plus an
idea of the requirements and
experiences involved in Olympic fencing . We received more
than informatio n ; we received ·
offers to help us through guidance and instruction. We saw
fencing as we had never seen
it before - quick as lightning
and with such skill. It was a
thrilling sight.
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SQUIRES START SPRING SPORTS
Bas.eball Squad Dr·ops Two NSC Linksmen lose to Bloomfield UJC
Two
matches, two losses,
and a bleak
outlook is th e
story so far in Newark State's
Golf
Squad. Mr.
SuJlivan's
squad, hampered by limited
practice and less experience,

After two games, the Squire
nine hav.e nothing to make any- one optimistic about this year's
baseball fortunes. The diamond squad has dropp~d a 150 verdict to Drew University
and a 22-4 verdict to Montclair
State College.
In the first game, starting
pitcher Bill Gri 2r was shelled
for eight runs in the first inn, ing on his way to becoming the
losing pitcher. Tom Finagen
and Al Gallo got N.S.C.'s only
two hits.
Against Montclair, J .e rr y
Stiles held M.S.C. to four runs
over the first three innings, but
in the fourth the Indians jumped on him for six runs . The
final scor.e was 22-4 but N.S.C.
did haV'e two bright spots. Dennis Scully and Tom Finagen
combined for seven of the
Squires nine hits by going 3
for 4 and 4 for 4 respectively.
Finag,en is now batting . 714 after the first two games.

Intra-Fraternity
League Standings
Sophomore C, the team that
won the regular season title,
rallied from an 11 point S'econd half deficit to defeat the
Freshmen C team by a 50-46
margin. The Sophs who were
without the services of J oh n
Firman and John Berado trailed most of the way and then
pulled the game out of the fire
in the last minute.
The Freshmen, led by M y ron K ernyczny's 16 points, held
the lead for the whole fir s t
half with the exception of an
early 2-2 tie and the incident
when the Sophomores w e n t
ahead at 18-17 when John
Ulickney hit on a thirty foot
jumper. The freshmen outscored the Sophomores 11 to 4 to
grab a 28-22 half-time edge.
The only thing that kept the
game close was John Ulickney's 14 first half points.
The Freshmen started t h e
second half with a rush soon
sported a 38-27 l e ad, and a p peared home free. At th i s
point however, the Chinchar
boys, Dave and Dennis, arrived and took over coaching
duties for the sophomore five.
Here the complexion of the
game changed. The Sophomore
team slowly cut the margin
down until Jay Spiler's layup cut the score to 42-40. Myron Kernyczny hit a jumper to
build the margin to 44-40, but
a twisting lay-up by D e n n is
Scully and a foul shot by Ulickney cut it back to 44-43. Kernyczny, who poured 32 t h r u
the hoop, again came to the
freshmen's rescue with a turn
around jumper to make the
score 46-43. Then the action
went to the foul line. Jay Spieler hit one, and John Ulickney
calmly dropped three thru the
hoops for a · 47-45 sophomore
lead. Kernyczny tied it with a
free throw at 46-46. John Ulickney took over at this point, and
with 22 seconds showing on the
clock, he sank a free throw to
put the Sophs ahead for good
48-47. With six seconds to go
Ulickney again hit a foul for a
49-47 lead and with four seconds
to go
Matt Topeleski
cinched the game by hitting
another foul and giving th e
Sophs the 50-47 victory and the
title.
(Continued on Page 11)

dropped their
fi r st
tw o
matches,
and could manage
only a 1/2 point in them.
The first match saw our
linkmen take an 18-0 trouncing from Bloomfield College at

Squire Cheerleaders

Win 3rd Place Award
"Doc" Errington,
Baseball

Jersey City .Nips
NSC's Court Squad
In Season Opener
Rookie coach, Wolfgang
Karbe's racket squad complet·e d N.S.C.'s spring debut by
dropping their initial tennis
match 5-4. Jersey City St ate
College walked off the court
the victors as they snared all
three doubles, after N.S.C. had
won four of the six singles .
Captain T ed Decker, 0 s c a r
Ebner, Vince Andreski a n d
Mike Smith gained Newark
State's points.
Coach K arbe's view of the
remainder of the season is ha zy. With rough matches coming up, he expressed a desire
to get h is boys to practice
more. B ut apathy, weather,
and darkness have prevented
sufficient practice. This may
have caused the initial loss .

Twenty cheerleadin g squads
from colleges and universities
in the m 2tropolitan ar ea completed r ,•::ently in the an1mal
MICC Cheerleading Competition at Paterson State. Newark
StaL· College was awarded
third place in the competition
aDd presented with a trophy.
Th2 well-drilled S{!uads of Paterson State and Jersey City
Stat~· finished first and second.
Pater son State has consistantly domh1ated this yearly competition.
This marked the fifth year
of competition for
Newark
State's chc:2rleaders; in previous ye ars they have taken
fourth place. The trophy will
be "proudly" presented to the
Colleg(.• at the Honors Convocatio-,1 on Wednesday, M ay 26.
E ach squad was judged on the
originality,
suirit.
P rPr 1 ~ · ~~
appe arance, and v oice control
or ,he nve cheers they perroi-med. Miss P am Graglia, '66, captain of the s(!uad stated, "I
would like to express my appreciation and thanks to a 11
the girls for the s P i r it they
displayed and t he t im e and effort they put into not only the
competion but th~oughout the

season."
Mr. Bill Gargiles, President
of the Me·n 's Athletic Association, also expressed his "app r eciation for the• fine efforts
of the squad during the basket
ball season." However, he added, "I would like to see more
active
participation by the
squad during other sports ac
ti vi ties, especially soccer."
The members of the squad
are: seniors - Elaine Stromfeld, Marilyn Pinto and Gi:rny
Med win; juniors - Pam Graglia, Carole Autorino, Barbara
Knopf, Ricky Grimaldi a n d
S a n d y Kobus; sophomore Marilyn Hamm; freshman Gerry B ullock. Dr. Smith of
the. P hysical E d u cation Dep artment is their advisor.
Miss Graglia announced that
tryouts for next year's squad
will be held on Tuesday, May
18 at 5: 00 p .m. I_ntere3ted girls
shoul d contact one of the present squad members for additional information .
E DITOR 'S NOT E: We v i e w
with pleasure the recent victory by our cheer leaders. It is
indicative ·of t h e competit ive
spirit repre.•.,ented by out athletic teams, win or lose.

Intra Fraternity
Basketball Romps
Highlight Action
Sigma Beta Tau fraternity
proved to have too much ability, finesse, desire, and depth
for Nu Sigma Phi fraternity to
handle, as Phi fell easy victims to the powerhouse squad
90-17. The Tau Squad had four
men from the starting varsity,
three starters from the jayvees, and several other men
who could have played for
N.S.C. They played with a
great deal of desire, a great
deal of ability, and substituted
freely on the way to the easy
triumph. They appeared to be
the class of the four fraternity
teams and they will probably
emerge as frat champs. John
McVey paced the attack with
16 po4lts, D ennis Chinchar added 15 and the -entire squad hit
the scoring column for the balanced quintet. Other
Tau
standouts included John Mury,
R ich J amieson, Dave Chinchar,
Al Leitoer, and Bill Kennedy.
In •t he evenings' other games
D arryal D iggs, with 17 points,
Dave Graves with 15 points,
and Jim Chilakos with 11 paced Sigma Theta Chi to a 75-23
rout of Nu Telta Pi fraternity.
The defending champs jumped
to the early lead and the game
was never a contest. John
Ulichny proved to be the Pi
standou t by · scoring 14 points.
Chi fielded a very impressive
five and showed some depth
but it put on a show slightly
less impressive than rthat of
Tau.

the Upper Montclair Country
Club. Captain Kevin Tucker's
87 went for naught as Frank
Boshen, 1964 Metropolit an Collegiate Champ, won 3-0. The
other team m embers t!"la t played on the beautiful course were
Junior Jim Mc Collou gh and
Freshmen Tom Buttery, Larry
Cullen,
John Salobinovinski,
and Bob Atkins .

The second match of th e
1965 season saw the Squires
drop a 17 1/2 - 1/ 2 verdict.
Junior Bill Grier picked up N.
S.C. 's 1/2 point. J im Mc Collough, Tom Buttery, B r uce
Marcus, Bob Atkins, and Larry Cullen all lost by 3-0 scores
at the hands of their Union
Junior College opponents. The
match was held at Galloping
Hill Golf Course, but the next
encounter with U. J .C. will be
held at nationally known Baltusral Country Club.

Bill Sullivan
Golf Coach

L00'K OUT!

SUZUKI

AREHER
Cheerleaders after MICC third place finish.

Sports Desk
By Artie Kirk
"It never rains, it p ours", is the old cliche that may readily b'e
applied to good ole N.S.C.'s present sports scene.
The males on campus are drowning under the stream of sports,
ie, intramural basketball, intra fraternal basketball, varsity
golf, .tennis, and baseball, intramural softball and practice of the
football club.
"You can't please everybody", is another old maximum that
can also be applied. With all this, there is a group of men on
campus who have expressed an interest in forming a track team
or perhaps a track clu b.
That's all well and good, but a track team would be a dangerous adventure. A cinder squad needs more than initial interest.
It needs manpower, time and a track which this college doesn't
possess at present), not to mention jav.e lins, shot puts, hammers, discus', poles, standards, shoes, guns, and hurdle among
other things).
With all this in m ind, this editor looks hesitantly backward at
the now -defunct wrestling team and thinks how failure of a track
s q uad might prove a bit costly.
Ndtes From The Sports Desk
Al Leiter, co-captain of the 1964-65 Newark State College basketball squad, has b een named to •t he second team All Conference Squad chosen -b y the conference coc1ches. Congratulations
Al!

Suzuki have spirit. More
than ordinary lightweight
motorcycles. Suzuki tames
a paved highway or a
grassy hillside with equal
ease.
Now the superior Suzuki are here in America.
Come in today and sample t h e spirit o f Suzuki.
See the different models
in o u r showroom. Ride
one.
Prove to yourself: they
start easier. Run quieter.
Have more usable horsepower. Simpler to shift.
More comfortable to ride.
A 1 so: Up to 200 miles
per gallon. Go anywhere.
Park anywhere.
Also: fun.
Convenient terms, of
course - p 1 u s complete
parts and service.

CYCLE MOTORS
INC.
281 Bayway
Elizabeth, N. J.
Phone 289-6616
At foot of Goethals Bridge
Open:
10 to 8 P.M.
Mon. - Wed. - Fri.
10 t c 5 P.M.
Tues. - Thurs. - Sai,

